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Ex-Preacher Dies After Being
Found In Blood-Stained Room
Anyone who had entered a back-
room at 373 E. Butler early this week
would have thought that a murder
had been committed there. There
were large bloodspots on the floor,
and suitcases in the room had been
searched.
Someone had tried to wipe the
• 
blood off the floor with old news-
papers and rner)s underwear.
The last person to occupy the
room was James McDonald, Sr., who
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1963
had come to Memphis tl-e week be-
fore from his home at 4715 S. Indi-
ana in Chicago. A former Memphian,
he had telephoned a few days before
and told his former mother-in-law,
Mrs. Mary Williams of 760 Hanley.
that he was coming back South.
When the visit was made to his
room at 373 E. Butler on Sunday,
his body was in John Gaston hospital
and had been there a couple of clays
Police said that Mr. Mc-
Donald, who was 65 and form-
er licensed minister in the
Church of God in Christ, died
from "natural causes." He was
said to have cut himself after
falling out of the bed a n (I
suffering a stroke. A woman
passing on the street heard
him moaning and called police.
Mrs. Gladys Anderson. a
niece of Mrs. Williams, who
resides at 1647 N. Hollywood.
went to the hospital to identi-
fy the man after she heard
a broadcast over the radio.
"When I saw him," she said,
"I thought that he had been
in a car wreck. There was •
cut on his mouth, one over
his eye and another on his
neck, and scratches nearly all
over his face."
Mrs. Anderson said that it
had been about 10 years since
she had last seen Mr. Mc-
Donald.
The dead man had not call-
ed his former mother-in-law
after he reached Memphis, but
was met at the station by Ed-
ward Mayhue of 307 Hernando
who offered him the room
not too far from the station.
Although police had over-
looked it when they searched
the room, Mr. McDonald's wal-
let was found in a Kleenex
box near the head of his bed
on Sunday. In it was $18 in
cash, and a peddler's badge
for Chicago.
Also in the wallet was a
change of address notice which
he had intended to mail back
to Chicago, and a recently
penned note which said: "Be it
known, I am not receiving
justice, but I will have to de-
pend on Jesus and his mercy."
He is survived by a son,
James McDonald, Jr., of Los
Angeles, Calif., and two grand-
children, Miss Quincy Mae Mc-
Donald and James McDonald
III, also of Los Angeles.
A burial service for Mr. Mc-
Donald was scheduled for
Tuesday with the Central
Funeral home of Marion, Ark.,
in charge of arrangements
'Demonstrations Have
Confused The Students
And Parents' Says Gore
) TALLAHASSEE, Florida —
President of Florida A & M
university, Dr. George W. Gore,
Jr. last week was in the midst
of trying to answer inquires,
letters, telephone calls charges
and countercharges from par-
ents, patrons, a lumn i and
•
friends of the University—re-
garding the recent indefinite
suspension of two student
leaders in local civil rights
demonstrations.
Gore's statement was in re-
ply to many who protested
against the suspension of the 2
student demonstration lead-
ers. He tried to clarify issues
for parents who have express-
ed concern about the school's
"teaching student to demon-
strate," and those who accused
the school of subjecting parents
to additional strain of having
to raise money for fines when
the ink is barely dry on loan
notes for tuition.
To students and faculty mem-
bers who are confused about
directions to take in this era
of psychological conflict, he has
also addressed some basic re-
minders. And he pointed up
guideposts for alumni who want
their alma mater to be posi-
tively related to civil rights
phases of the current social
revolution in America.
"One primary aim of the uni-
versity is to help students to
cope with present and future
problems of life" Dr. Gore said.
"In this era of cold war and
tensions it is obvious that the
education of our youth must
reach greater heights than ever
before.
"We believe in the right of
students to protest and dem-
onstrate. Freedom of assembly
and freedom of expression are
fundamental rights of whiah we
do not wish to see students
deprived, but education is the
primary business of the Univer-
sity and preparing our students
to face adulthood with the best
education possible is our re-
sponsibility."
"In addition to the students
whose education and training
are the raison-d'etre of the
University. we have responsi-
bility to the parents who send
their children here, the tax-
payers who help to make our
facilities possible, and law-
makers whose duty it is to es-
tablish rules for the conduct of
an orderly and democratic so-
ciety.
TRIMESTER SYSTEM
"In order to receive the edu-
cation that we are honor bound
to provide for them, st,idents
must attend classes. Frequent-
ly we must take poorly-prepar-
ed students and try to bring
them up to standard perform-
ance within the traditional
four-year period. Today this is
rendered doubly difficult by
the acceleration demanded Un-
der our new trimester system."
Dr. Gore'pointed out that the
University has rules that must
be observed if university status
and accreditation are to be
maintained by Florida A & M
University.
"If accreditation is lost," he
declared, "the loss will be felt
by both presently enrolled stu-
dents and alumni of FAMU.
Our presently enrolled students
will lose the opportunity for
acceptable education and alum-
ni will suffer the embarrass-
ment of having credentials
from an unaccredited institu-
tion.
TO ALL AMERICANS
"It always has been and still
is a policy oif Florida A & M
University to dismiss students
in cases of serious violation of
rules only after every other
avenue of discipline has been
exhausted. Persons who have
been protesting the treatment
of the suspended students do
not know that the acts for
Which they are given indefinite
suspensions constituted only
one of a series of infraction of
civil and university regulations.
"We are living in a period
of crisis and uncertainty," he
concluded, "when faculty and
students are unsure and there
is a general feeling of confus-
ions as to how to proceed to-
ward achieving the goals of
first class citizenship which
rightfully belong to all Ameri-
cans."
*Former TSU Student
Blamed In Sex Crimes
Residents in the Orange him, and he was
Mound community were shock-
ed last weekend when Moton
Nathaniel Taylor of 2343 Brook-
lyn was arrested and charged
with one count of criminal as-
sault and on two charges of
attempted assault.
The arrest of Taylor report-
edly cleared up three of six
actual or attempted sex crimes
in the community.
.Taylor,. who is 27 and was
employed as porter 'and car
hop at a drive-in restaurant,
was identified by three of the
women. The other three said
they were not sure that he was
the man.
According to Homicide Capt.
• E. C. Swann, Taylor tried to
molest a Negro woman in her
backyard around midnight on
last Wednesday. He ran when
she screamed, but she was able
,t,4 give police a description of
arrested early
Thursday morning at his home.
KNEW HIS NAME
The woman who frightened
Taylor away from her back-
yard was said to have known
him by name. Others were able
to identify him by the shape
of his head.
On the night of Oct. 23, a
rapist entered one of the vic-
tim's home and held a knife
at her throat while he assault-
ed her. She was one of the
three who identified Taylor.
A former student at Tennes-
see A & I State university, he
appeared at a hearing in City
Court last Saturday and was
held to the state on the charges.
Despite the identification,
Taylor claims he is innocent
and a victim of mistaken iden-
tity.
SCEF Officials
File Court Suit
Against Eastland '50 Percent Of Today's Students
IN A SURPRISE MOVE
In a surprise move, Jesse Lee Cooper
(left) returns Hosea McGhee of 1539 1111-
ler St., back to the scene of an auto acci-
dent last Saturday evening. Reportedly
McGhee struck the rear of Cooper's 1959
DeSoto while it was parked on the east
side of Hernando St.. Just south of Beak
St. Ile jumped from the 1957 Chrysler he
was driving South on Hernando, and
started walking rapldlY east on Beak.
Cooper who lives at 466 E.'etorgia Ave..
overtook him on foot near S. Fourth St.
e lid returned him to the scene of the
accident. McGhee told Cooper he was
headed to a cousin's house to call the
pollee. McGhee panicked and ran into the
rear of Cooper's car when a student from
Ole Miss made a wrong turn at Beale and
Hernando. McGhee was charged with &ev-
il.: without a license. The aut bile bore
Arkansas license. (Photo by Ernest 1Vith-
oral.
THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF AMERICA
Social problems of America are being discussed by Whit-
ney M. Young, executive secretary of the National Urban
League, (left) with Winthrop Rockefeller who was in
Memphis last Friday to address an Urban League dinner
RAISSISIIPPI
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First Baptist Pastor- -
Kelly Smith To Return
To Nashville January
Rev Kelly Smith, well known
for his civil rights participa•
lion in the mid-South, told the
Tn. State Defender by tele-
phone Monday, that he has
resigned h i s pastorate at
Cleveland, Ohio's feshionable
Antioch Baptist church with
a 2600-membership to return
to famous First Baptist church
in Nashville, Tenn. with a 400
membership.
Dr. Smith who was install-
ed at the Cleveland church
Sept. 29 by Dr. Martin Luther
King, said his resignation
from Antioch is effective Dec.
.31. He read his resignation
during a church meeting last
Wednesday night.
The tall stately minister
said his major reasons for re-
signing were (1) an over-
whelming number of First Bap-
tist Church's members voted
for his return (913 to 12) dur-
ing a Oct. 21 meeting. (2) He
had an established program
at First Baptist church in
Nashville which is still in op-
eration. And he doesn't have
a program at Antioch because
he has been there less than
three months. (3) He has been
offered the same salary at
at the Claridge hotel. In the center is Dr. Hollis Price,
who is chairman of the Memphis Urban League and Rev.
James A. McDaniel, director of the local League. (Photo
by Ernest C. Withers, Sr.)
NEW ORLEANS, La. — The
Will Work At Jobs Not Existing Now'ttuniahie,,,ndc,oinnfce.,re caand itEsdu exe-cutive director, James A. Dom-
browski, filed a suit in Fed-
eral District Court Nov. 12 at-
the Louisiana Subversive Acti-
tacking the constitutionality of Rockefeller Tells Interracial Group
vities and Communist Control 
Law. The plaintiffs are asking
that a three-judge Federal
District Court issue a Declara-
tory Judgement that the law
violates the constitution of the
United States.
Dr. Dombrowski and New
Orleans attorneys Benjamin E.
Smith and Bruce C. Waltzer
were arrested and SCEF rec-
ords seized on Oct. 4 and
charged with managing a "sub-
versive organization." Arrests
and seizures were made by
New Orleans and State police,
at the instigation of the Louisi-
ana Joint Legislative Commit-
tee on Un-American Activities.
Charges against the three
men were dismissed Oct. 25
"for lack of evidence" during
a hearing before State Judge
Bernard J. Cocke, but the con-
fiscated documents have not
been returned to SCEF.
On Oct. 5 SCEF's records
were subpoenaed by U.S. Sena-
tor James 0. Eastland's Intern-
al Security Subcommittee of
the Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee, and a number of them
transferred to Washington, D.
C. after Louisiana uthorities
On linday he was held in had made copies torlheir own
County ail. use.
Winthrop Rockefeller told a
large crowd gathered at the
Claridge hotel last Friday
night that not enough money
and time is spent on studying
ways to live together better.
He was the featured guest
speaker at the "Equal Oppor-
tunity Day" dinner sponsored
by the Memphis Urban
League.
He said "The Urban League
has done a good job but it has
not been dramatic." He urged
his interracial audience to
"think what you can do to
make democracy a reality for
18 million Negro wafer-. ....i..,
have shown patience and be-
lief in their country and fel-
lowmen. Ile added "We should
count not the, differences in
people but those things to
which we are alike."
Rockefeller, brother of Nel-
son Rockefeller, governor of
New York, said that 50 per-
cent of the boys and girls in
school today will be employed
on jobs not in existence today.
He continued "we have gath-
ered more scientific informa-
tion since World War II than
all other times in the history
of mankind. But how much
are we spending on humanity
— social science?" r
LIMITED FEW
Rockefeller, chairman of the
Arkansas Industrial Develop-
ment Commission, participated
in a meeting earlier Friday
here when an advisory com-
mittee to the Urban League,
formed a South-wide program
for' "equal opportunity." He
is a board member of the Na-
tional Urban League.
In concluding his speech,
Rockefeller "said: "I hope that
the future will give us strength
tot inelude all people not just
a limited few. God will give
us that strcmgth . . ."
Also speaking was the ex-
ecutive secretary of the Na-
tional Urban League, Whitney
M. Young, Jr., of New York
City; Edward J. Meeman, ed-
itor emeritus of the Press
Scimitar; and Rev. James A.
McDaniel, executive secretary
of the Memphis Urban League.
EDWARD MEEMAN
Meeman told of the work,
and incidents leading up to
the start of desegregation here
in Memphis. He said: "we have
good race relations in Mem-
phis. I do not ask Negroes to
be contented with progress
made in Memphis. I do not
ask the whites to be contend-
ed. But I do ask both groups
to commit themselves to work-
ing in harmony and not have
violence.
While naming some of the
persons who worked with the
Memphis Committee on Race
Relations to bring about
orderly desegregation, Mee-
man praised Carl Carson,
Commissioner Claude A. Ar-
mour and others.
Whitney Young explained
that the current social revolu-
tion has been referred to by
three titles: (1) Moment of
Truth" (2) "Year of Decision"
and (3) "The Negro Revolu-
tion — Year of Equal Oppor-
tunity."
CANNOT BE STOPPED
He went ontoexplain
that American Negroes are
addressing themselves to real
facts. He said "Negroes :e-
ceive 3'yfi years less education
than whites; pairents died
seven years sooner. etc. This
is a national problem, not e,ei•
fined to the south. It is no
longer a struggle between
whites and Negries. it is a
struggle between gooi people
and callous people who are
evil. The issue is not how to
stop the social revolution but
how to give constructive guid-
ance to it. It cannot be stop-
ped.'
Young pc.sed the question
about hox to give strength
to responslle Negro leader-
ship.
He predicted that five years
from now there will be op-
portunities for Negroes but
they will not qualify unless a
re-training program is start-
ed now and school drup-ou's
are drastically reduced.
The Urban League secretary
said that the middle.class Ne-
gro has an obligation to reach
down to help less fortunate
Nogroes and to seppart le-
sponsible leadership or unde-
sireable leadership like the
Black Muslims and such will
give leadership.
oung praised the Rocke-
fetei family for its time and
money spent in helping to
elevate the Negro in America.
He said Rockefeller f am-
did it When it was not a
respectable thing to do in
America."
Invocation was by Rev. S.
A. Owen of Metropblitan Bap-
t;st church. Benediction was
'-)3, Rev. Paul Twin,- Jones.
pastor of Idlewild Presby ellen
church.
Toastmaster was Dr Hol-
lis H. Price, president of Le-
Moyne college and citairman
of the local Urban league
board
First Baptist as he is now re-
ceiving at Antioch. (4) He said
"I want to complete some of
the things I started at First
Baptist.
Rev. Smith was quick to ex-
plain "I realize that ultimate-
ly the salary at First Baptist
will not be similar to what
I could receive at Antioch. No
doubt it will be the top salary
at First Baptist while it is
no doubt at the bottom at An-
tioch because of the vast dif-
ferences in the membership.
He added: "At First Baptist
the congregation was very
nice concerning my salary. I
never had to request or dis-
cuss salary raises." He had
pastored at First Baptist 12
years.
Dr. Smith who is a trustee
at Owen college here in Mem-
phis, hasten to praise his
congregation at Antioch. He
said: "An overwhelming num-
ber has employed me to re-
main. They have been very,
very nice to me and very co-
operative. However. I arriv-
ed at my decision to resigned
after a lot of thought a n d
prayerful consideration."
He refuted a published
newspaper report that he in-
herited an $85,000 indebtedness
at Antioch and that differences
arose over methods in ap-
pointing an assistant pastor.
Rev. Smith said: "The report
is not true. I don't know how
reporters got that story which
has gone all over the coun-
try."
He filled the vacancy at An-
tioch created by the death of
Rev. Wade McKinney.
Rev. Smith said that his
wife and several children will
return to Nashville with him
if they can solve the "School
transfer problem" during the
holiday. If not, they will re-
main in Cleveland until the
problem can be worked out.
Melrose To
Meet BTW
At Crump
Football! . . with a double
emphasis on "ball" will be cli-
maxed in the local prep lea-
gue Thursday night, Nov. 21,
with the return engagement
of Booker T. Washington's
Warriors and the Melrose
Golden Wildcats. The winner
will play in the Elks Blues
Bowl game, a few nights later.
For the first time Negro
high school teams in Memphis
will play in Crump stadium.
Both Melrose and Washing-
ton are tied for the 1963 grid-
iron championship for the
city. Both have a six win one
loss record for the league sea-
son now officially closed.
At the regular season game
Washington's Warriors defeat-
ed the Wildcats by a score of
21 - 18 before an overflow
crowd at Melrose Stadium.
It was because of the in-
tense interest and overflow
attendance at the regular sea-
son game that it was decided
to stage the second meeting
at Crump Stadium.
Jesse D. Springer and Floyd
M. Campbell, principals of
Washington and Melrose re-
spectively, agreed on an at-
tendance fee of 50 cent for
school children and $1 for
adults in advance. All tickets
will cost $1 at the gate.
Some of the city's best high
school gridiron stars are mem-
bers of the two teams. Oscar
Reed, and Eddie Richards have
been standout backfield men
all season for Walhington.
Jimmy Ward and Bobby Smith
have gained laurels for Mel-
rose. Both teams have good
record for fine offensive work.
Coach Eldridge Mitchell oi
Melrose. and Coach Charles
Lomax of Washingif.i are
former teammates at South.
ern university in l4aisiana,
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Rev. W. S. Vance To Be Honored
At Church's Homeleming Sunday
Rev. W. S. Vance, pastor
emeritus of the first Baptist
church in Brownsville, Tenn.,
will be honored on bunday,
Nov. 24, at the new and mod-
ern church when Homecoming
Day is observed.
Rev. Vance served as pas-
tor of the church for more
an 30 years and was suc-
ceeded by the youthful Rev.
E. L. Currie, who is presently
serving the congregation.
After being forced to tear
down the old building, the
congregation succeeded against
unusual circumstances to erect
an attractive church. Rev.
Vance worked along with Rev.
Currie and gave his experi-
ence as well as funds to help
build the church.
ALL-DAY FETE
Homecoming will be ob-
served at the Sunday school
hour, anyone who has ever
lived in Brownsville, along
with all well-wishers, are in-
vited for the day.
'Delivering the message at
the morning service will be
Rev. Moses Taylor, a former
Haywood county resident, who
was at one time assistant pas-
tor of the church.
At the 3:30 p. in. meeting,
Dr. S. A. Owen. State Con- ,
Trinity Church
To Celebrate
Women's Day
. Trinity CME church, 650
Wells Ave., 'will observe Wom-
en's Day, Sunday, Nov. 24. Mrs.
Cuipepper is scheduled
to Pe guest speaker at 11 a.m.
ivention president, will be the
guest speaker. Accompanying
him as guests will be others
,from Metropolitan Baptist
Rev. W. S. Vance
church in Memphis. A former
resident also of Brownsville,
Dr. Owen's father served as
pastor of the church in its
earliest years.
The Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance of Gibson
County will be in charge of'
the meeting at 7:30 p. m. Rev.
M. H. Burnett is president.
SEND MONEY
Persons who would like to
attend the services, but for
some reason cannot, are asked
to mail donations to the
church's Building Fund.
Chairman of activities for
the day is Mrs. Earnestine Jef-
fries. Mrs. Estell Currie is in
charge of cafeteria services.
Other officials of the church
include F. E. Jeffries, chair-
man of the Deacon Board;
C. A. Rawls, chairman of
Trustees and the Building
Program, and W. L. Rawl,
church clerk.
Lane Grad Killed In
a y oung Robber,gt h B y
his sacrifice.
All top officials of Ogden,
including the mayor and chief
of police attended the funeral,
In Washington, D.C., Repre-
sentative Sherman Lloyd paid
tribute to Sgt. White in Con-
gress.
Also at the funeral were
some national NAACP offi-
cers. Sgt. White was the pres-
ident of the Ogden branch of
the association.
He is survived by his wife
and five children.The main address at a 3 p. m. rohbery at the time.
program will be Mrs. Rebecca Mrs. Pecola White, mother
Allen. of the slain detective, and her 
At 7 p.m. a musical program, sister, Mrs. Kate James, at- Endows Library
will be presented by the Senior ,tended the funeral in Ogden.
choir. Miss Velma Lois Jones! Since the officer was killed
is chairman of the celebration. in the line of duty, flags in! For Collegians
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is pas- Ogden flew at half saff on MILWAUKEE, Was. — (UPI)tor. c:y buildings in memory of 
—A white clothing merchant
- who wants to do something for
his customers "before I die"
has endowed a textbook lend-
ing library for college students.
particularly Negroes. Be Aired Over Showcase
HUMBOLDT—Funeral serv-
ices for a former Humboldt
'citizen shot to death in Og-
den, Uatah, were held there
recently in the city's Taber-
nacle with outstanding citi-
zens on hand to pay tribute to
him.
The victim was Detective
Sgt. Marshall N. White, a
; graduate of Stigall and Lane
college. who was shot and
killed by a 16 year-od white
, youth. White and two other
i officers were investigating a
GILBEYS
"the world agrees on'OILBEY'S, please'!"
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Nita Shopping Welcome, Until 9:00 p.m.
t Bring Your Friends
David Routt, 67, who has
operated a women's apparel
store in a predominantly Ne-
gro area of Milwaukee's near
north side for 42 years, do-
nated $500 to start the project.
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
Bethune-Cookman college at
Daytona Beach, Fla., will be
the second outstanding college
to be saluted on the national
radio program, "Showcase," ac-
cording to Sid McCoy, master
of ceremonies and producer of
the series sponsored by the Pet
Milk company.
The half-hour tribute to Be-
thune-Cookman college and to
its founder, the late Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune, will be heard
on radio stations across the
country on Monday, Nov. 25,
during Thanksgiving Week.
The accomplishments of Mrs.
Bethune will also be commem-
orated the same week when
the National Council of Negro
Women presents its fourth an-
nual International Debutante
Cotillion in New York City.
100 TO BOW
The ball will be held at the
extravagant new Americana
hotel where almost 100 young
school girls and their escorts
from around the world will
make their bow.
Proceeds from the lavish af-
fair will benefit the Mary Mc-
Leod Bethune Education Foun-
dation and Memorial which
plans to erect a statue of Dr.
Bethune on federal property
in Washington, D. C., making
her the first Negro woman to
be so honored.
The accomplishments and
life story of Dr. Bethune, who
rose from a "cotton-patch"
dwelling to a seat among the
world leaders, has especially
been lauded during 1963, the
Emancipation Centennial year.
Baptist Leader
— Pastors Olivet
For 22 Years
CH C. XHRINIXICHXXXXXXRHICHX/CH/
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER '23, 1963.
Award To Be Given By
Women Of Trinity CME
Annual Women's Day will be
observed next Sunday, Nov.
23, at Trinity CME church at
650 Wells. It will begin with
the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
and will be climaxed at a
musical during the night serv-
ice.
The Women's Day program
is the first activity of the 1964-
65 conference, and a special
award will be presented to the
Memphis woman whO has gone
beyond "the call of duty in
civic and church affairs."
The award is not based upon
church affiliation, and depends
only on the calibre of participa-
tion in programs geared espe-
cially to the needs of minority
groups.
Speakers for the day are Mrs.
H. H. Culpepper, who will
speak at the morning service,
and Mrs. C. W. Allen, wife of
the presiding elder of the Mem-
phis District, will speak at the
3 p.m. meeting.
SERVE DINNER
Persons who wish to remain
at the church for .all services
of the day will be served din-
ner in the church dining hall
by Stewardees Board No. 1.
Miss Velma Lois Jones is
chairman, and Mrs. Eleanor
Currie co-chairman of the ob-
servance.
Other chairmen are Mrs.
Imogene Hill, program commit-
tee; Mrs. Esther Chambers,
publicity; Miss Gloria Hentrel,
Award committee, and Mrs.
Magnolia Adams, decorations.
Mrs. Lugerta Strong is gen-
eral chairman, and Rev. P.
Gonya Hentrel pastor of the
church.
Paiges Leave Memphis
For Home In Virginia
Elder C. Thomas Paige,
former • pastor of Riverside
Christian church and writer of
"The Pulpit Speaks" for the
Tri-State Defender for a num-
ber of years, and his family
left Memphis on Tuesday to
return to his home at Phoe-
bus, Va.
Elder Paige came to Mem-
phis from Bishop college in
Texas in 1954 to join the fac-
ulty of Owen college as its
college minister and director
of religious education.
In 1956 he was appointed
president of the Baptist In-
dustrial college at Hernando,
Miss., and during that time
brought Marian Anderson to
Memphis for a benefit concert
for the school.
The concert was an over-
whelming success, and a large
number of persons who want-
ed to hear Miss Anderson had
to be turned away, because
Bruce Hall on the campus of
LeMoyne college would not
accommodate them all.
TAUGHT AT RUST
Elder Paige taught at Rust
college for two years and at a
Shelby County school one year
before assuming the pastorate
of Riverside Christian.'church.
He served the church two-
and-a-half years and baptized
23 converts during that period.
The Paiges were honored at
the Riverside Christian church
last Friday night during a
United Nations banquet, and
received gifts from several or-
ganizations.
A graduate of Virginia
Union university in Richmond
and Temple university in Phil-
adelphia, he plans to continue
n the ministry after returning
o Virginia.
He has been succeeded at
Riverside by Elder Kenneth
Whalum.
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STOCK UP FOR YOUR
Thanksgiving Pleasure
CHICAGO — Dr. J. H. Jack-
son, president of the National
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc.,
was honored recently by mem-
bers of the Olivet Baptist
church on the 22nd anniver-
sary of his pastorate at the
church.
When asked what he ap-
preciated most after 22 years
in one parish, Dr. Jackson said
it was difficult to single out
one thing.
"It is encouraging to know,"
he said, "that so many people
are beginning to understand
what I mean by 'pressure by
production.' It is not a retreat
from our demands for equality,
but it is a positive and coura-
geous harnessing of all of re-
sources for personal growth
and the development of the
American democratic way of
life."
Among the many gifts the
pastor received was a '1964
Crown Imperial.
'Election Bay Sale'
But No Election
WHITEFISH, Wis. — (UM)
As was their custom, the la-
dies of the Parents-Teachers
Association (PTA) prepared for
their annual "Election Day"
Bake Sale.
Only there was no election.
Wisconsin votes in November
only in even numbered year%
AMBASSADOR AND SECRETARY ARRIVE
Ambassador and secretary arrive — the
Sierra Leone ambassador to the United
States, Gershon Collier, is shown with his
secretary, Miss Alma Osbourne, upon their
arrival here from Washington. Ambassa-
CROWNED KING
Crowned King and Queen of St. Paul
Baptist Church's kindergarten. 1144 E.
MeLemor Ave.; were: Darly R. Jones, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones, Sr., 1669
Silver St.; and Winfrey Linell Norton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Norton,
Sr., 2030 Warren Ave. At the right Prince
Aaron A. Means, son of Mrs. Rosa L. Means,
dor Collier delivered the dedicatory ad-
dress Sunday for LeMoyne College's new
library. Miss Osbourne Is a native of Ja-
maica. (Photo By Ernest Withers).
AND QUEEN
1107 Walker Pl. On the left is Princess
Jennifer .1'. Walker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Walker, 1888 Person Ave. Do-
ing the crowning are the 1962 King and
Queen, Dunckin Humphrey, son of Mrs.
Catherine Humphrey, 1320 Greenwood St.
and Cynthia Gentry, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jeames Gentry, 1468 Dixie St.
Tex. We Tigers To Tangle
Lane!, Dragons Ai !Melrose
Tennessee A & I State Uni-
versity Basketball team will
open its 1963-64 season in
Memphis Dec. 9 by opposing
Lano college, announces the
president of Tennessee State's
Memphis Alumni chapter,
Frank Lewis.
The Tennessee State Tigers
and three-time NAIA cham-
pions of small colleges in
America will meet Lane's Cin-
derella team on the hardwood
at Melrose Hign school gym-
nasium at 8 p.m.
Lane's Dragons are fakt-
°rites in the SIAC conference
this coming season. The num-
Two Churches
To Jointly Hold
Union Service
Annual Union Service on
Thanksgiving Day will be Joint-
ly celebrated by Second Con-
gregational Church, 788 Wal-
ker Ave., and Metropolitan
Baptist Church, 767 Walker
Ave., at which the services will
be conducted, starting at 11
R. m. Rev. John C. Mickle, pas-
tor of Second Congregational
church, will deliver the fea-
tured sermon. Rev. S. A. Owens,
pastor of Metropolitan church,
will preside.
Choirs of the two churches
will supply music.
ber three and five scorers
among small college in the
nation last season are mem-
bers of the Lane squad. The
game is referred to as a clas-
sic of the season.
The Memphis Alumni Chap-
ter of Tennessee State is pro-
moting the game to raise funds
to defry a .$5,000 pledge made
in 1962 to the W. J. Hall Scho-
larship Fund. To date $1,264
has been paid on the pledge.
The fund, designed to help de-
serving graduates of Memphis
and Shelby County schools to
attend the university, w a s
named in honor of its first
president.
Tickets may be purchased at
the following locations: All
city and county schools: Stron-
zier's Drug Store, 2192 Chelsea
Ave; Rollaway Lane, 1428
Michigan Ave.; Paul's Tailor-
ing, 184 Beale St. Tickets are
$1.30 in advance: $1.85 at the
door.
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Meeting Set For THE
Nashville; RUNNINGMANlov. 23
An interracial meeting of the
youths of the United Church
of Christ in Tennessee is sched-
uled for Brookmeade United
Church in Nashville, Saturday,
Nov. 23.
Second Congregational
a referendum. church will be represented by
"I don't know how it hap-ithe following persons: Elva
pened," said an embarrassed'Miekle, Melanie McWilliams.
Mrs. Raymond Morrison, PTA
presidsint. "Our sale went
through lir calendar planning
committ, the PT' • board and
Myrna Williams, Diana Bris-
coe Pat L. Hooper, Linfla Har-
graves, Julie Saville, Mrs.
Mary McWilliams, Mrs. Aret-
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THE LOSS OF YOUTH can they expect more entertain-
be revealed in a painful way —
like playing touch-football with
one's sons, reaching up to
snag a pass out of the air and
straining ligaments in the
shoulder. How well does Ernest
Withers, Sr, know this lesson?
MAIN STREET-CORNER
TOPIC is still talking abut
the results of the Nov. 7th
election.
THE WORD IS OUT that
Lorece Thompson, the singing
dance band leader holding
forth out at Curries' Club
Tropicana does more singing
and entertaining than supply-
ing dance music. There is a
general feeling that guest ex-
pect a Dance Band to supply a
variety of dance-music when-
ever they attend a formal
dance. They seem to resent re-
ceiving more singing than good
dance-music. At a night-club
Seven LeMoyne
Students Named
In Who's Who
Seven LeMoyne College stu-
dents, six of them seniors,
have been :named to Who's
Who Among Students in Amer-
ican Universities and Colleges,
it was announced this week by
Dean Lionel Arnold.
Chosen for the national hon-
or are:
Marian Nell Chapman.
English; Willie R. Chapman,
Chemistry; Louvenia S. Clay-
ton, English; Geraldine Gray,
English; Earline L. Houston,
biology:: Donna Jones, edu-
cation; Everett McKissic.
biology.
Miss Gray, the only non-
senior in the group, is a junior
and one of nine students from
southern colleges taking part
this year in a new "Junior
Year in the North" program
at Wellesley college, Wellesley,
Mass.
Mrs. Chapman has been an
all-A student two semesters at
LeMoyne. Willie Chapman is
her husband.
Miss Houston came to Le-
Moyne after completing the
eleventh grade at Manassas
High school. She was permit-
ted to enroll at the college
after posting an exceptionally
high score on LeMoyne's en-
trance examinations.
ment than d.ncing.
NIGHT-SPOT SINGERS be-
ware! your hollering insteact
of singing is showing. There's
an under-cover dissatisfaction
being trocied around town that
most of the night-spot bands
play too loud and the singing
groups are given to more "hol-
lering, grunting and groaning
than to singing." Could it be
that some of the dance-bands
think that loudness is a sub-
stitute for good dance-music?
Beware! your loudness and hol-
lering are towing.
STRANGE' The old gang
has not heard from William
"Bille" Clarence Robinson, who
used to be employed at the
Big-M, since Uncle Sam grab-
bed him off of the street, gave
him an Army-green uniform,
thrust a rifle in his hands and
taught him how to count, one,
two, three, four hep.
WHEN WINTHROP ROCKE-
FELLER had completed a din-
ner speech at the Claridge hotel
last Friday evening a dinner
guest, instead of congratulat-
hg Winthrop on making a
good speech, said, "At last I
get a chance to shake the hand
of a Rockefeller." We are
wondering if the dinner guest
is thinking that wealth is a
"contagious disease" and by
shaking Winthrop's hand he
might become infected.
DON'T BE SURPRIBilikv if
a new political group emerges
as well as a new star in the
political firm.ment.
THE UNITY LEAGUE sud-
denly came into the spotlight
here recently after it aided in
sweeping Mayor-Elect William
B. Ingram, Jr., and Pete Ses-
sion into office during the Nov.
7th election. Behind the or-
ganizing, financing and nurs-
ing the Unity League was
Lewis Taliaferro. He started
the League in 1959 when he
was seeking to become Com-
missioner of Public Works.
Where's The Nazi?
CONVENTRY, England —
(UPI) — About 100 members
of the Anti-Fascist League
marched on the home of Colin
Jordan, head of the British
National Socialists, to tell him
to get out of town.
Jordan and his French bride,
Francoise, were not at home
at the time.
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CAR WASH100
BRING THIS AD
To introduce more of you to our ,sgular $1.50 car wash,
just bring in this ad and you'll receive I '3 off on the
price of our famous minute car wash . featuring Du-
Pont Wax Wash ... the wash that RINSES ON A WAX-
BRIGHT FINISH. Interiors vacuumed . . . white side
walls steamed. Your car will never look better!
Offer good Mon. thru Thurs.
'tit Dec. 5
UNION
Your Car's Ooc-Stop Shopping Center
Sales -- Service Minute Car Wash
&I\'1.& F2
• MINUTE CAR WASH 
N• OTED ARTIST CHATS
Ben Shahn of New Jersey, creator of the
gift $12,000 mosaic mural in LeMoyne's
new library, is pictured center chatting
with admirers during coffee break preced-
ing unveiling of the mural at the college
last Saturday morning. In foreground is
Mrs. Althea l'rice, wife of LeMoyne's pres-
ident, Dr. Hollis F. Price.
Family Service Techniques
Frightening To Many Needy
Negroes, Says UL's Young
SAN FRANCISCO — A "fa-
natic preoccupation" with pro-
fessional methods and techni-
ques, to the exclusion of per-
sonal understanding and com-
mitment, is blocking a large
number of Negro families in
destitute conditions from seek-
ing aid from family service or-
ganizations.
That note of criticism, along
with some wards of admoni-
tion, was expressed last week
by Whitney M. Young, Jr., of
New York, executive director
of the National Urban League,
while address4g..the 1963 bein-
nial conference of the Family
Service Association of America.
"This (tendency) accounts for
part of the reason why the
disadvantaged Negro citizen
and his family shy away from
family service," Young said.
"I venture to suggest that
we have come to a point where
we need even more simple,
down-to-earth language and
personal appeal that bears
some relation to the problems
of the people you are trying to
serve," he added.
TOO MUCH TALE
Young cited the futility of
trying to counsel a Negro moth-
er about "marital stability" or
how she "can get the most out
of marriage" when she is car-
rying the family subsistence
burden.
"That doesn't mean much,"
he declared, "to one who can-
not afford the luxury of think-
ing about mental health when
her famliy is undergoing great
deprivation, her children are
hungry and her husband is un-
employed."
Young told the conferees that
the Urban League is "concern-
ed and not a little perturbed"
because the image of the family
service agency in "far too many
communities around the coun-
try" is that of one whose ef-
forts are directed mainly to-
ward helping middle-class fam-
ilies solve their problems.
CASUAL CONCERNS
"Many of these agencies ap-
pear to have a casual and curs-
ory concern for the very low
income group: he said. "It is
in this low income group where
so many Negro 'families are
found."
OFFERS HELP
Young told FSAA that the
Urban League can help them
reach families which need it
the most "by 'clueing you in'
on effective ways of working
with Negro ministers; by pro-
viding help in developing tech-
niques of approach to families
who have a reluctance border-
ing on fear to make use of your
services; to help identify de-
velop and train local leader-
ship to serve as interpreters of
your service; to recruit and de-
velop new grass-roots leader-
ship among persons with po-
tential skills for the task, and
to assist in developing new vo-
cabularies and work meanings
that will make it easier for
clients with limited educational
and cultural backgrounds to un-
derstand the programs and ser-
vices available to them."
Now You Know
Contract bridge, played by
more than 50 million people
on the basis of conservative
worldwide estimates, was in-
vented by the noted American
yachtsman and philanthropist
Harold S. Vanderbilt, accord-
ing to the Lincoln Center for
the Performing Arts. — (UPI).
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Memphian Takes
Top Honors At
TACNOP School
SEW ART AFB, Tenn —
Staff Sergeant Nathan Savage
of Memphis, Tenn., has gradu-
ated with honors from the
Tactical Air Command Non-
commissioned Officers Prepara-
tory school here.
Sergeant Savage, who re-
ceived the outstanding speech
award, was trained in manage-
ment, leadership, security, hu-
man relations and other duties
and responsibilities of Air
Force nonco.punissioned offi-
cers.
He is assigned to the 839th
Supply Squardron here as an
inventory specialist.
The sergeant, son of Mrs.
Mary Savage of 3244 Demo-
crat, Memphis, attended Le-
Moyne college. He is married
to the former Barbara J. Mc-
Ewen of 1365 S. Parkway, east.
Freak Accident
CHINO, Calif. — (UPI) —
Four Southern California teen-
aged youths were killed when
their automobile went out of
control, careened over a 50-
foot embankment and landed
10 feet up in a tree.
Oberlin Begins
Exchange Plan
With Tougaloo
'74- student exchange program
with Tougaloo Southern Chris-
tian college in Mississippi and
Oberlin college in Ohio will
be available to students at
Oberlin college next semes-
ter, according to Dr. Robert K.
Carr, president of the Ohio
school.
Final arrangements have
been made with Tougaloo
President A. D. Beittel and
applications received from
Oberlin students interested in
making the exchange begin-
ning in February 1964.
Participating students will
be selected by their home in-
stitutions and will generally
be from the sophomore and
junior classes.
To be eligible for exchange,
Qberlin students must have at
least a C-plus cumulative aver-
age and confirm; in satisfac-
tory academic standing in the
semester just prior to ex-
change.
She's Scourge Of Mice
STAFFORD, Kans. — (UPI)
— Mice, the scourge of hen
houses across the nation, are
no problem for Kurt Mueller.
He reported that Biddy, a
white hen, has learned to kill
mice.
— -
Blue-Gray Bowl Tilt
TVed To Dixie Only.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
National Broadcasting Com-
pany says it has relinquished
its rights to televise the Annual
Blue-Gray football game to an
Alabama television station for
regional broadcast.
Officials of the 26-year Bowl
Classic were notified last week
by the network that the game
would not be televised this
year because Negro players
were not invited to participate.
The network had carried the
game annually since 1954.
An NBC spokesman said the
network relinquished its game
rights to station WSFA-TV in
Montgomery for a "nominal"
fee of $100. The agreement
with station WSFA-TV stipu-
lates that the game would be
telecast on a regional basis, to
Alabama and possibly Georgia
and Mississippi.
Carter Harwick, managing
director of WSFA-TV, sought
permission from NBC to carry
the Dec. 28 game on a regional
Carl Lindemann, vice presi-
dent in charge of sports for
NBC, told Hardwick that the
network was "willing to grant
your request for origination of
the game for a regional broad-
cast over television and radio
within the state of Alabama if
the Blue - Gray Association
agrees, upon payment of you to
us of a nominal rights fee of
8100 against our previous pay-
ment of $17,000."
Lindemann said the $100 fee
was merely to protect "the
principle of our rights pay-
ment."
NBC also said it had agreed
to permit WSFA-TV to include
Georgia and Mississippi in its
telecast for an additional $100
rights fee for each state.
The network spokesman said
NBC personnel would not be
involved in the telecast. The
Montgomery station is an NBC
affiliate.
He also said the network
would not seek to recover its
$17,000 rights payment to the
Blue-Gray Association.
30 Years Too Late
SUTTON ST. JAMES, Eng-
land — (UPI) — Arthur John-
son said his notice for jury
service came 30 years too late.
Johnson is 90. The maximum
age for a juror js 80.
DARK EYES
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Pet Milk PAYDAY Winners
• Next week it could be you!
Mrs. Rosie Lee Deherry
1956 Glory Circle
Mose Scott
769 David St.
Mrs. Willie Mae Miller
787 C. Austin Mall
ii
Walter C. Bankhead
1891 Carver, Apt. 8
Sue Agnew
749 David St.
Came Lee Jackson
. 696 F. Polk
Mrs. Katherine Armstrong
1887 Ferber
*
Mrs. S. M. Love McKinney
2697 Spotsword
Mrs. Sarah Mitchell
3538 Wellington
Charles L. Wilson
1879 Freemont
.1
Evelyn Hathaway •
822 Apt. A Lamoyne
s
Louise Johnson •
624 South Wellington, Apt. 5
You can be a PAYDAY Winner, too!
The contest is still running.
Listen to Pet Milk Showcase
for details:
WDIA 5:"PM
Start cooking with
a golden spoon ...
Start cooking with
PET
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THOMAS PAIGE
"Now the older son WBS
' in the field; and as he drew '
night to the house, he heard
the music and dancing. And
he called one of the serv-
ants, and asked what these
things meant. And he said
unto him, 'Thy brother is'
come; and thy father hath
: killed the fatted calf, be-
cause he hath received him
safe and sound. And he was
angry and would not go in."
Luke 15: 26-28
TYPICAL FAMILY
This picture recorded here
gives us a typical one of many
families. This picture is paint-
ed in many colors portraying
many interpretations..
, The normal interpretation
carries with it the idea of a
villian son who — influenced
by the neighborhood gossip
goes to his father and gets
that which belongs to him and
oes out and spends it in riot-
ous living.
, Finally he comes to himself
and goes back home where he
I. restored to fellowship ex-
Fept by his elder brother. As
ar as he was concerned there
not room enough in the
hose for the two of them.
!SRLOUTLOOKtrue this is among
!Ityy of us? But I wonder if
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this does not put us to won-
dering. The elder son boasted
that he had never left home.
What virture is there in stay-
ing home if it is going to make
us the hard-hearted, unyield-
ing person that many of us
are. I wonder if some of us
don't need to get out and go
somewhere the rough edges
might be shoothed out of our
lives and we become people
with an entirely new outlook.
Daily we come in contact
with people who have had no
relationship with culture what-
soever and as a result they
have no appreciation for it.
The moment that something
with a cultural intoration
comes on the radio or tele-
vision the first thing they
want to do is change stations.
This is equally true in educa-
tion, moral and social behav-
ior, and in the pursuit of the
better things of life.
This elder brother was like
many of us; he was in the field
and had no intentions of going
from it.
There are those of us who
get too far removed from the
cow-stables, hog pens, and the
like. We associate with them
so much until we take on a
likeness to their behavior. Of-
times life is not but a theory
to many of us — far too many.
But after being knocked down
and just about dragged out—
life becomes something else al-
together. The ideas of hon-
esty, integrity, and the like
become something new to us.
The young son after en-
ceo•
UNIFORMS
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HUNTINGTON
SEATING CO.
1102 Vernon Street
Huntington, W. Va.
'Fellowship' To
4leet Sunday
A meeting of the Women's
Fellowship of Second Congre-
gational church, 766 Walker
Ave., has been set fur Sun-
day, Nov. 24 at 5 p.m. in the
Church's Love Hall, announc-
es the president Mrs. A. S.
Hunnicutt. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Helen Prater, Althea
Price, Gladys Sharp, Omega
Shelto and Willye Smith.
countering what the world had
to offer said to himself, "I will
arise, and go back to my fa-
ther at home!" Something
needs to happen to us of a
like nature. Many of us need
to get away from home an
get the real nature of the.
world. We need to move from
our home—sheltered lives and
go out where the water is
deep and we are exposed to
the real issues of life.
If the story had any one les-
son to teach to people of to-
day it is that many of us need
to get out and learn the real
lessons of life. The person who
fails to do this is very much
akin to the brother who stay-
ed home.
LIFE A CHALLENGE
There must be something in
the lives of each of us to
stimulate us to the real issues
of life. Our sympathies must
be developed. Our concerns
and appreciation for those
about us must once again stu
us anew as to our real pur-
pose in life. As short as our
lives are there is no time for
standing around pouting and
being disgruntled because we
can not have our way.
In the greatest sense of the
word we must accept our lives
as a God-given challenge and
in turn do all that we can do
to enhance God's program
through all that we do. The
challenge which should stir
each of us as we read and re-
read this account is wrapped
up in the fact that we must
oftimes go out of our little
provinces and see how other
people do things and in turn
let their lives serve as a posi-
'lye stimulus in our lives.
aterecnt-
elat
REV. and MRS. J. TRUEIIART
Prince Of Peace Baptist
Honors Pastor And Wife
Rev. & Mrs. Truehart
Members of the Prince of
Peace Baptist church at 1558
Britton st presented their pas-
tor and wife, Rev. and Mrs.
James Truehart, with their
first annual "Love Feast" at
the church on Sunday, Nov.
10.
The guest speaker for the
occasion was Rev. J. T. How-
zer, pastor of the Cane Creek
Baptist church. He, along with
his members and the congre-
gation of East Canaan Bap-
tist church, were guests for
the service.
Rev. and Mrs. Truehart
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
I
.41-
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
B H
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
j\E Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yee Ask For And
Cieotos What You Think 01"
CUSTOM TAILORS
VOLUME I OCTOBER-NOVEMBER NO. 4
"Blessed be The Lord, who daily loadeth us with benefits.
Even the God of our Salvation."
—Psalm 68:19
THIS MESSAGE IS DEDICATED TO:
COPYRIGHT 1960 BY I. IC. ANDERSON
The staunch women and men who in these troublous days are lifting up hand and voice to God
to push back the advancing waves of atheism and unbelief; and to all America, who will join in a re-
turn to FAITH OF OUR FATHERS.
Each morning and evening we are lifting our voice to God —
"PRAISE GOD FROM WHOM ALL BLESSING/STLOW."
Will you join us?
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PENTECOSTAL WOMEN AND MEN
P. 0. Box 2291 Memphis, Tennessee•
St. John Baptist To
Celebrate 95th Year
St. John Baptist church at
640 Vance avenue will observe
Its 95th anniversary on Sun-
* day, Nov. 24. The guest speak-
:'r at the afternoon service will
be Dr. Peter G. Crawford, pas-
tor of Avery Chapel A M E
,church.
Appearing with Dr. Craw-
ford at the service will be the
A‘ery Chapel choir, which will
furnish the music for the oc-
casion.
were escorted into the church
for the observance by Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Logan, members
of the church.
Mrs. Classic Mae Crawley
was chairman of the program,
and Mrs. Earline Campbell co-
chairman.
Mrs. Annie Bell Brown is
church clerk.
Ministers To Be
Addressed By
Nat D. Williams
When the Interdenomination-
al Ministerial Alliance of
Memphis and Shelby County
holds its monthly meeting
Monday, Nov. 25 at 11 a.m.,
Nat D. Williams, president of
the Bluff City Educational as-
sociation will address the body.
Williams is a social science
teacher at Washington high
I school.
The meeting is scheduled to
be held at the Sarah Brown
Branch of the YWCA, 1044
Mississippi Blvd., announces
Rev. John Mickle, president of
the Alliance.
Lead Poison Danger
Lead poisoning, which af-
fects young children who eat
lead containing paint chips
and plaster, often results in
severe brain damage and men-
tal retardation, according to
the Illinois Council for Mental-
ly Retarded Children.
St. John Baptist church was
organized in August 1868 by
Rev. George Mosb y, a n d
throughout the years the mem-
bers have worshiped at several
different locations.
The congregation has been
located at Fourth and Washing-
ton, Exchange and High streets
and at 55 N. Lauderdale.
The congregation moved into
its present edifice in 1953.
PASTORS 25 YEARS
Rev. A. McEwen Williams
has been pastor of St. John for
25 years, and came to the
church in 1933 during the
Great Depression.
St. John was heavily in debt
at the time, and many of its
members left to join more pros-
perous churches.
Under Rev. Williams lead-
ership, the debts were paid,
more members added and plans
made for the present sanctu-
ary.
Dr. Crawford and Avery
Chapel members are presently
observing the 100th anniver-
sary of their church on East
Trigg.
W. E. Johnson is chairman
of the 95th Anniversary ob-
servance at St. John.
Women's Day At
Eastern Star
Annual Woman's Day at
Eastern Star Baptist church,
1334 Exchange Ave, has been
set for Sunday, Nov. 24 when
a series of activities leading up
to the celebration will climax.
Featured speaker for the 11
a. m. service will be Mrs. Bettie
C. Washburn, a member of
Metropolitan Baptist church.
Main speaker at a 3 p.m. pro-
gram will be Mrs. Claree Avant
of St. Matthew Baptist church.
Music will be supplied by Mt.
Gilliam Celestral choir.
To Celebrate
Women's Day
The Little Rock Baptist
church, 40 S. Willett St., will
"observe Harvest Day", Sun-
day, Nov. 24. Rev. W. L. Var-
nado, retired pastor of the
Cummings Street Baptist
church, will deliver the ser-
mon at 11 a. m. service. The
speaker at 3 p.m. will be the
Dr. C. L. Dinkins, president
of Owen college. Mrs. Joseph
S. Simmons is chairman; Mrs.
Lucille Middlebrook, co-chair-
man, and the Rev. E. H. John-
son is pastor. The public is In-
vited.
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SATURDAY, NQVEMBER 23, 1963
SENIOR Y-TEEN
Senior %%Teen Inter-Club Council sponsored a Toy Jam-
boree for the benefit of Jesse Mahan Day Center. Toys
collected at the Jamboree were presented to Mm. H. II.
Jones, director of the center, during IC-Teens City-wide
Council meeting at the YWCA. Nov. 6. Standing from left
are: Barbara Wilson. President of the Council from Geeter
high school, Mrs. H. H. Jones. Helen Smith, Geeter.
DEFENDER
Luella Maple, Manassas, Miss Barbara H. Neal, teen-age
director, Doris White and Vernet! Saulsbury. Getter,
Thelma Richardson, Geeter, Delores Tyler, Oates Manor,
Odessa Cooper, Christine Boyd, Booker Washington.
Seated, left are: Ella M. Walker and Dallas Pegues from
Booker Washington.
Nab White Rights Leader For
Leading Ark. Drug Store Sit-In
HELENA, Ark. — (UPI)
—A white civil rights lead-
er whose marriage to a Ne-
gro girl was disclosed last Negioes weic arrested a few
weekend was arrested after hours earlier.
helping direct three sit-in The integration attempts at
demonstrations in which 31a drug store lunch counter
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OPEN UNTIL
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BRING THIS
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COUPON M•1111111111111111
Pre-Christmas
SALE
This Coupon Is Worth
Dollars To You!!
November 14 through November 23
THIS COUPON IS WORTH ONE DOLLAR OR II
MORE—during our Pre-Christmas Sale—November 14,
through November 23. Our store is loaded with values. 111
Buy your Christmas needs while stocks are complete. III
If you are short of cash, use our convenient Lay.A-Way •
Purchase Plan.
With: .
$10.00 purchase this coupon is worth $1.00 I
E 
20.00 purchase this coupon is worth $2.00 II
30.00 purchase this coupon is worth $3.00
ii 40.00 purchase this coupon is worth $4.00 II
II 50.00 purchase this coupon is worth $5.00 II
II Christmas Club Checks Cashed FREE II
II on Silver's Main Floor in
DOOR PRIZES • 
•
• SILVER'S McCRORY'S
•
N 41 S. MAIN ST. 111
MUST BE PRESENT Across front Warner Theater
TO WIN 1111•••1111M COUPON 1.11111•••1
REGISTER WED. & THUR.
1st Prize- Portable TV • Value 88°°
2nd Prize- AM—FM 
• Value 300'
Portable Radio
3rd Prize Table lamp • Value 11°°
SHOP THURSDAY
9:30 III 9 P M
pre-Thanksgiving
COAT SALE
regularly 34.98 and 39.98
2999
sizes 8 to 20 and 38 to 46
there's more of everything Downtown! ... including marvelous savings on a new
Fall coati ... tweeds, wool-and-cashmere blends, lustrous broadcloths — every
Milium lined for weightless warmth ... see these terrific values now!
BUDGET SHOP, third floor
LANDRES • 88 S. MAIN • 526-4151
and a downtown restaurant
were the first by Negroes in
Eastern Arkansas, where seg-
regation is as solid as in Mis-
sissippi.
Bill Hansen, 24, a white
field secretary for the Stu-
dent Non-violent Coordinating
Committee, was arrested at a
Negro cafe where he came to
use the telephone. Police said
he abused the Negro proprie-
tor.
Hansen. a native of Cincin-
nati, said h• war. married
Oct. 12 to Ruth Buffington, •
Pine Bluff, Ark., Negro who
is also a SNCC field secretary.
She remained in Pine Bluff.
Bruce Jordan, 19, of Pine
Bluff, another SNCC field sec-
retary, said police used abus-
ive language to Hansen when
they arrested him and asked
him why he was "riding
around in cars with niggers.”
Police did not give what
charges, if any, were filed
against Hansen. The Negroes
were charged with disturbing
the peace. Noah Washington,
20, also of Pine Bluff, another
SNCC field secretary, was
charged with refusing to leave
the premises, vagrancy, incit-
ing others to violate the law
and breach of the peace. He
was held on $50 bond on each
charge.
.Y-Teen Corner
l'-'reen, of the Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA are in
the publics' eye again this sea-
son. There are 21 Y-Teen clubs
in the Memphis city schools.
Eight of the clubs are Senior
Y-Teen clubs and the remain-
der are Junior clubs. These
clubs start organizing Oct.
• 13, which was National Roll
Call Week. This is the week
of recruiting new Members. k
The Y-Teens observed YW-
'A World Fellowship Week be-
„:inning last Sunday, where an
International Tea on Sunday.
I was given Oriental attire fea-
tured Japanese Kimonos to
India Saris'.
The Senior Cabinet will meet
Nov. 27, to plan the next city-
wide council meeting. Also
foods will be the treat at the
YWCA 's Food Festival on
Thursday, Nov. 21 at the Mon-
roe Branch, 200 Monroe, 6 to
8 P.M.
The Teen-Age Program Di-
rector, Miss Barbara Neal, will
attend the YWCA's Program
Directors' Institute, at the Kel-
logg Center on the University
of Michigan's Campus in East
Lansing, Mich. Nov. 29—Dee. 5.
Junior Y-Teens are showing
that they can play Santa in a
big way. Dolls being dressed by
Y-Teens will aid in highlight-
ing the Christmas season at
the Goodwill Industries Stores.
The sale of the beautifully at-
tired dolls will mean work and
wages for the handicapped,
which is the reason Y-Teens
took doll dressing for Goodwill
as their charity project.
"Canteen for Teens" is held
on Saturday evenings from 5
til 8 o'clock. Perry Allen a
Porter School instructor spins
records and lend a little chat-
ter to the Canteen.
Students interested in be-
ing a Y-Teen, may join at any
of the following schools: Car-
nes, Carver Corry, Hamilton,
Klondike, Lester, Lincoln Jr.,
Manassas, Porter, Patterson,
Mitchell, Douglas, Melrose,
Geeter, Washington, Lakeview
and Capleville, you may also
join community clubs, Oates
Manor Jr., and Sr., or at your
local YWCA, 1044 Mississippi
Blvd.
There was no violence, but
police grabbed a white news-
paper reporter - photographer
at the first sit-in and took his Know Your Negro History
camera away. Four separate regiments of
Negroes distinguished them-
selves as combat troops during
World War I.
ALCORN COLLEGE CHOIR
Alcorn 1. &lege Choir at Lonna''. Miss. is choir will feature classicals, spirituals and
scheduled to come to Meniphls to be pre- folk songs. Adult tickets can be obtained
sented iii concert by the Memphis Alcorn at Owen college business office for 111.
Alumni Club Friday, Nov. 22 at 8 p.m. at Student tickets 50-cents.
Owen College auditorium. The 40-voice
Cancer-Skin Graft Link Revealed
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) Identifying the agent could
— A husband-and-wife med- help doctors both in the treat-
ical team described an ap-
parent link between cancer
and skin grafts which they be-
lieve may lead to new weapons
in the battle to control can-
cer.
Some types ot cancer, they
said, appear to produce an
agent that suppresses the
body's natural defense against
both cancer and skin grafts.
U. S. Goal: Equal
Rights Says Rusk
OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
5117 Sonetta 10:A.M. ill Dark
LAKEVIEW
GARDEN -
These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room-Kitchen and Den.
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F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND 398-7956
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4787 Horniake Rd.
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GETTYSBURG. Pa. — (UPI)
— Sec. of State Dean Rusk
said the United States would
not be at ease until all of its
citizens enjoy equal rights, a
goal Abraham Lincoln set 100
years ago.
Rusk told a Gettysburg Col-
lege audience celebrating the
100th anniversary of Lin-
coln's Gettysburg Address
that "it is past time to com-
plete the task which Lincoln
began with the Emancipation
Proclamation."
"The rest of the world is
watching closely the struggle
for full equality in this coun-
try." he said. "Our failures
distress our friends and heart-
en our enemies.
- -------
-
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2 Killed In Flood
MADRID — (UPI) — Hea
rains and floods were blam
for at least two deaths
ment of cancer and the trans- Northern and Central Spai
planting of normal skin tissue. 'Several families were to
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HULL DOBBS
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1959 RAMBLER WAGON 
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tlection Post Mortem:
- In the last paragraph of the
irst in this series, it was stated:
iome politicians are interpret-
lig Commissioner William Far-
dis' and Sheriff M. A. Hinds'
IOW as a "slap by Negro vot-
irs "at their political leaders.
tod, there are growing rumors
iiit-a group of white politicians
'p"I4 discussing the possibility of
dumping" some of the Negro
boliticians because they have
gsiled to rally the greatest num-
ter 'Of voters behind •them."
F Tilere is also talk about a newo .
..oittical approach for a "new
' ay" in Memphis politics.
* the "dumping" remark wasIt.
;med at the "two-time" losers.
tecause it has become painfully
i
a
vious that the would-be polit-
l powers are not penetrat-
g into the heart of voters at
le grass-root level. Thus! polit-
h•al leaders without followers4-"
! ecorne non-entities in political
faces. More over it is felt that
!layor-elect William B. Ingrami
, sceived a number of anti-polit-
f!al leader votes—and not nee-
! isarily anti-Farris votes. The
1 s a n-i n-t h e-s treet revolted
, gainst leadership he considered
I ot working in the best of his
; iterest.
, Moreover Ingram created the
4'nage of fighting for the lust
!ues" of the "little man."
, Several defeated candidates
ave expressed the feeling that
. hey were "double-crossed" by
ackers who lead them to believe
, hat they were able to carry
reavily populated Wards, but
!fection returns indicated other-
These same angry losers have
;it it be known that they are
ut for "a pound of flesh," near-
to the heart of their double-
I rossers. At the same time theyrill bend every effort to create
I ew, substantial political ties.
Concerning the New Political
. ,pproach — efforts will be made
) interpret the meaning of a
nv political terms — endorse-
,sient, recommendation and po-
f tical sup;sort. (1) Endorsement
,forts an individual, group of
,•pdividuals or an organization
• ill mean that a candidate is
-romised votes. (2) Recommen-
. ation will mean that the candi-
ate will be promised the vote
of the endorsee plus a push for
others to vote for the candidate.
And (3) Endorsement, recom-
mendation and support will
mean going all the way with a
candidate without the expecta-
tion of pay for every vote ob-
tained.
The "New Day" will also
mean that Negroes must be con-
sidered and will be expected to
share in the "spoils of victory"
— appointive jobs, patronage
and other considerations which
are accorded any other group.
working on a winning team.
Scurrilous campaign literature
damage the image of an "in-
nocent by-stander — the local
NAACP which does not endorse
political candidates nor working
in political campaigns. It came
about in this manner: The Shel-
by County Democratic club is
accused of distributing some
campaign. literature about In-
gram and Hinds, aimed at dis-
crediting them with voters. Im-
mediately after that leaflets
stating: "Attention All Citizens!
William (Bill) Farris and John
Ford Canale Are Endorsed and
Supported by the NAACP."...
It went on to state "It has been
reported to us that they prom-
ised if elected to completely in-
tagrate our city within four
years." The leaflets were signed:
"A Small Group of Thinking
Citizens."
The leaflets were distributed
in sections predominantely pop-
ulated by white citizens. Several
Negroes and two major white
candidates are suspected of en-
gineering the compilation and
distribution of the literature
which did not harm the NAACP
members mentioned, Jesse Turn-
er, Russell Sugarmon, Atty. A.
W. Willis, Atty. H. T. Lockard
and A. Mateo. Walker, but did
do — harm to the candidacy Of
Farris and Canale as well as to
the civil rights cause, opposed by
the NAACP,
Scurrilous 'literature — if ad-
visible at all — should be used
by candidates against each other
only. Supports of candidates and
campaign workers should leave
that to the candidates them-
selves.
The next issue: "What Is Ex-
pected of Our Elected Officials."
Wallace At Harvard
The Harvard-Radcliffe Young
)emocrats Club reached a new
ow on the intellectual totem
• ,ole when it allowed Gov.
ieorge C. Wallace of Alabama
• o mount the rostrum and ad-
.ress the club on his pet peeve:
. 'he Supreme Court's school de-
' egregation decision of 1954.
The arch segregationist of the
)eep South wailed. "Never in
! ur history has it happened that
he court lacks a single man dis-
inguished as a lawyer before
us calling to the bench. Each
nan tarried to the court with
din a cause to serve other than
he cause of justice under law."
, This damnable misrepresenta-
5on could only have been issued
4om the emotional frame-work
if a disordered mind. The courtteeming with men who wereistinguished in the legal pro-
rssion long before they as-
'ended the Supreme Court.
nch.
In fact it was largely on the
basic of their legal scholarship
and wisdom that they were giv-
en the nod for membership on
that exalted tribunal.
Wallace, who is accustomed
to distort the truth to suit his
own evil purposes, went out of
his way to by-pass the real facts
about the eminence of the
Court's justices he chose to
attack.
Lacking the legal mentality to
frame on high ground the nature
of his disagreement with the
Court's desegregation ruling, the
pint-sized Alabama Governor
turned his wrath on the collec-
tive membership of the Supreme
Court.
Though he was hissed, he
was also applauded by the mem-
bers of the club. The irony of it
all is that Sanders Theatre.
where Wallace spoke, is part of
Memorial Hall which was dedi-
cated to the memory of Harvard
men who died in the Civil War.
Presbyterian Stand
There are encouraging signs
at the racial fog of the reli-
opus front is receding. A recent
roof of this is reflected in the
ew York City's Presbytery's
nanimous nomination of a Ne-
ro minister from the Bronx as
s candidate for moderator of
e General Assembly of the
nited Presbyterian Church.
his is the highest elective office
the denomination.
A total of 270 ministers, el-
era and ordained members of
minary faculties voted. If the
resbytery's nominee, the Rev.
icier G. Hawkins, wins the elec-
on he will be the first Negro
preside over the 3,276,000-
ember church body.
The Presbytery of New York
ity represents all the 120
hurches in the five boroughs.
he General Assembly is the
hurch's national governing body
nd the moderator its spiritual
eader as r ell as the presiding
officer at the denomination's
annual meetings, where the
church passes on budgets and
takes stands on issues.
Three years ago in Cleveland.
Mr. Hawkins was nominated for
the top Presbyterian post, but
lost to the Rev. Dr. Herman L.
Turner of Atlanta in one of the
closest elections ever held in
the denomination. Dr .Turner
defeated Mr. Hawkins, 471 to 469.
Both nominees had declared
publicly before the election that
they were committed to the prin-
ciple of a non-segregated church
in a non-segregated society.
This is indeed a healthy sign
that the Christian church at last
is willing to take its stand on
the battlefront of social justice
and freedom. Had that )eader-
ship come forward sooner,
America might have been spared
the anguish and ordeal of the
unfinished business on human
equality.
. • .All-a God's Chilluns Got Hats...
I fRE.CiPEATIA
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A HIPSTER'S FABLES
IN THE year 1963 there was a
Citizen who had come to the land
three hundred and fifty years
ago. He had arrived, chaperoned
by some fierce, strange men who
had visited his native country
and taken him captive. His cap-
tors threw him into stinking ship
holds, shackled him in chains and
brought him to this land to be
placed on auction.
The Citizen, who was dark-
complected, was sold to other
men and women who were fair in
color. The Citizen was naked
when he was sold. The purpose of
his nakedness was obvious. The
display of his strong muscles and
sound body brought superior
prices.
After he had been sold to a
master, the Citizen was allowed
to put on work clothes but he still
felt naked. For he saw all the
shining garments of freedom and
opportunity which were worn by
his white masters.'
For years the Citizen plowed
and toiled and bled from the lash-
es of whips and walked with his
head bowed and saddened. Then
one day, some terrible fighting
broke out among the whites, citi-
zens of both North and South of
the land. '
Before the fighting was over, a
tall man with a gaunt face wrote
a paper which said that the Citi-
zen should henceforth and for-
evermore, be entitled to wear the
fine clothes of freedom.
THE HEART of the Citizen
was gladdened when the great
news spread throughout the land.
Hastily, and with a song bursting
from his lungs, he prepared to
put on the finery of freedom.
For a few seasons, he felt warm
and good to have covered up his
nakedness. Many of the white
citizens congratulated him upon
how handsome he looked.
But the winds of ignorance —
his own and that of many of the
white citizens—were still howling
about the land and the winters of
lack of opportunity and exploita-
tion chilled his bones.
The Citizen desperately wanted
to stop some passerby and to say
"See, I have been given new
clothes, but I am still naked." But
white citizens and some of the
superior black citizens who had
gone to school - or who had a
prominent white citizen for a
sponsor, kept telling him he was
not naked.
So the poor Citizen tried to con-
vince himself that he was warm
and comfortable in his new
clothes.
THE YEARS went by and the
Citizen continued to shiver. The
more chilled he grew, the louder
swelled the chorus in the land,
calling attention to his fine, new
clothes.
ONE DAY, in a lofty court
room, some wise old Senior Citi-
zens wrote another paper which,
somehow, seemed to contradict
the paper written by the gaunt,
tall man t'ho had been dead for
many years
ea/c- e-rie
By AL DUCKETT
This new paper stated that, al-
though the Citizen might wear
the garments of freedom, he must
not have the same type rainment
as his wife Citizen brother. His
clothes might be as fine as those
of his white brother, the wise
men said, but they must not be
the same.
The Citizen could not under-
stand how clothes could be as
fine as other clothes and not the
same. But, knowing he was ig-
norant, he shrugged his freezing
shoulders and moved on through
the wintry blasts, hoping he
would some day acquire the wis-
dom to be warm.
Years rolled by and nine dif-
ferent wise men came into power.
It was evident that they agreed
the Citizen's clothes were not at
all adequate. For, they wrote a
third paper saying that the Citi-
zen must have the right to share
the same fine clothes his white
brother wore.
NOW THE Citizen felt that he
had been accepted into the human
race. But, in the Southernmost
part of the land, angry citizens re-
belled against the nine old men.
Although, once in a While,
someone would toss the Citiien
an old sock or a second-hanci
scarf, his neighbors continued to
refuse him the right to share their
clotb_es.
In the Northern part of the
land, the Citizen was not refused
clothes, only the right to wear
them. And still, many people
kept congratulating the Citizen
on the fact that he had received
his due.
One day, a new and youthful
Head Citizen stormed throughout
the land, promising that if he
were made the Boss, he would see
to it that the Citizen got all 'Us
clothes.
The Head Citizen, seemingly,
wanted to keep his promise but
there were some Assistant Re-
publican Head Citizens and As-
sistant Democrat Head Citizens—
the fellows who made the rules—
who got into such an uproar
about the whole situation that it
began to look very much as if the
Citizen would remain naked all
the rest of his days.
DURING THE summer of 1963,
something happened to the Citi-
zen to make him believe he was
no longer ignorant. His frozen
body and his chilled heart began
tot m throb with the rhythm of re
volt.
-
""" •"
All throughout the land, he and
his 101 
to arise and shout: "You have
lied to us. We have no new
clothes. We are still naked. Live
or die, we shall go naked no
longer."
When last seen, the Citizen was
marching, hundreds of thousands
strong, crying out to the world:
• -See, I sal itill naked."
And, in the background, in a
spangled chorus, his neighbors
were responding: "But look! See
all fine clothes we have giveny
WHO'S "RESPONSIBLE"?
The other night, in a short
speech here in Memphis, Witney
M. Young, Jr., executive sec-
retary of the National Urban
League, delivered a short speech
that had some long points.
He made his points while in-
terpreting the philosophy and
role of the Urban League in
helping the Negro in the United
States to attain his goal of first
class citizenship.
Incidentally, for the benefit
of the more or less disinterested
or uninformed, the Urban
League is a nation-wide organi-
zation, dating from a respectable
length of years back, which has
a program of quiet and persua-
sive urging of American business
and professional organizations to
help train and hire Negroes, in
their ranks.
'ECONOMIC SECURITY'
From where the "Shadows"
see it, that's where the "water
hits the wheel." The Urban
League works for the economic
security of the Negro. It makes
the realistic approach based on
the recognition of the fact that
"the man who pays the fiddler
dictates the tune."
Mr. Young gave due and de-
served recognition to other or-
ganizations which are working
to advance the Negro's aspira-
tions and goals. But he kept
emphasizing one expression . . .
"responsible leadership."
He conceded that there is a
need for the program and tech-
nique of the NAACP. He in-
dicated respect for Rev. Martin
L. King's techniques. He really
didn't disparage the work of any
groups working for the solution
of America's Number One do-
mestic problem—this Matter of
race relations. But he had no
"praise" for the Black Muslims.
RACE-CREED-COLOR
And that brings up the core
of this splurge . . or article . . .
if you'll call it that. The core is
that expression "responsible
leadership."
RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP
Who is a "responsible" Negro
leader in Memphis . . . or any-
where else in the United States?
What is meant by "responsible
leadership"? Does it- mean the
loud-mouth guys who spout as-
sinine "nothings" about "our
rights" every time they get a
chan.ce to mess with an audience
of Negroes? Does "responsible
leadership" refer to the "race
rights professionals" who have
a vested interest in the Negro's
current struggle to attain the
status of a human being"... and
who find it to their advantage
in the areas of prestige and
monetary profit to "keep some-
thing going"?
Does "responsible leadership"
refer to men who like Mr. Young
himself, profess a basic faith in
the American way of life .. . in
Christianity ... in human. nature
... a faith which leads them to
believe that a general facing of
the facts of life in this age of
rapid change, will lead the ma-
jority of Americans to accept
and work toward the ideal of
the Fatherhood :of God and the
Brotherhood of man? . . . re-
gardless of raee, creed, or color?
ANSWERED QUESTIONS
Mr. Young didn't leave the
foregoing questions unanswered.
He made it clear that "responsi-
ble leadership". . .both Negro
and white. . .North and South
. . .means the influence and as-
cendancy of those who face facts
and seek logical and reasonable
solutions and not passionate and
mob-action techniques. He in-
dicated that the "Negro Revolu-
tion" won't be resolved by head-
bustin' street fighting... how-
ever necessary that may be by'
way of indicating determination
that something must be done...
but by cool, deliberate, confer-
ence table negotiation betwen
men of concern and good will.
Mr. Whitney Young, Jr., said
things that were good for the
people who attended that "Equal
Opportunity Day" banquet. . .
at which famed Winthrop Rock-
efeller of Arkansas and the
Rockefeller family. . . was the
featured speaker. Mr. Rockefel-
ler is a man of "cool, deliberate,
conference-table negotiation" in
the matter of race race relations.
He is a blessing to the state of
Arkansas. . . even with Gover-
nor Faubus running loose! Selah!
Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
'Let's Talk It Over!'
"LET'S TALK IT OVER!"
"Let's Talk It Over!"
Above is the title of a Hand-
book for Parents, published by
the Parents League of Memphis
and Shelby county, organized
last spring.
On the first page of the hand-
book it states: "The responsibi-
lity of guiding our children and
helping them develop into re-
liable, well-rounded adults who
are a credit to themselves and
a contributing part of the com-
munity of tomorrow, lies in the
hands of the parents of today.
The environment of a good home
does not just happen. It is built
on solid principles of living,
which should be enun.ciated with
clarity to our children ..."
Very true.
WAY OF LIFE
The small green-cover, paper-
back, 16-page book goes on to
discuss in brief paragraphs about
(1) maintaining order in the
homes (2) teaching children res-
pect for authority (3) self-dis-
cipline (4) courtesy (5) good man-
ners (6) giving and receiving
(7) community responsibility
(8) morality and religion, etc.
I am very, pleased that the
group of women who started
the local Parents League recog-
nized the need for "Talking It
Over" and are doing something
to teach our children some of
the basic cultural patterns re-
quired in maturing into a well
adjusted citizen, parent and a
contributing factor in perpetuat-
ing the American democratic
way of life.
PROPER GUIDANCE
I am of the opinion that many
youngsters desire proper guid-
ance in all areas of their life
but it is non-available in their
home. The overwhelming majo-
rity of such youngsters who are
bereft of proper parental guid-
ance develop emotion problems
from which they never recover.
I think it is a good idea to let
you know the officers of the
League: Mrs. William M. Berton
is president; Mrs. Robert Ut-
terback, first vice president;
Mrs. Brooks McCuller, second
vice president; Mrs. Howell
r
oodson; Mrs. Jim C. Stone
fourth vice president; Mrs. Fred
D, Pultz, secretary and Mrs.
Joseph Heare, treasurer.
Directors of the League are:
Mesdames G. W. Stanley Ish,
Jr.; Mrs. .'rnest Kenney, Dallas
E. Nelson, Oscar Plunket, Jr.,
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr.,
Walter C. Sandusky, Jr., Milton
Angel, L. D. Burton, John W.
Cran, Jr.. Edwin Diggs, Victor
Giusti, and Ray Womack.
NOBLE MEN
The next statement is likely
to libel me to the suspicion of
deliberately and flagrantly aid-
ing and abetting the age-old
Battle of the Sex: But believe
me its is done without malice
— however, whenever women
band together to carry on a
noble task in a communityl you
can bet your best good-luck:piece
that there is a group 'of men
working equally as hard in their
behalf to assnrc their project
success. This is usual. So be-
hind the noble women of the
local Parents League are some
noble men working as their
Men's Advisory ebuncil. They
are:
Dr. Fred D. Pultz, director of
the Presbyterian Guidance
Center and Professor of Educa-
tion and psychology at South-
western university; Rev. Donald
E. Mowery, executive director
of the Youth Service of Mem-
phis Inc Dr. R C Rendtorff,
associate professor of the Depart-
ment of Preventive Medicine of
University of Tennessee Medical
school; Rev. Robert R. Richard-
son, pastor of Raleigh Presby-
terian church; Paul L. Schwartz,
executive director of the Jewish
Community center; Captain
Kenneth Turner, executive di-
rector of Memphis and Shelby
County Youth Guidance Com-
mission, who was elected Judge
of Juvenile court in the Nov.
7th election; Rev. Edwin J. Wal-
lin, CSP, assistant pastor of St.
Patrick's Catholic church; W. C.
"Bill" Weathers, assistant man-
ager of Foote and Cleab or n
Home Project; and Joseph W.
Westbrook, supervisor of second-
ary education in the Memphis
City Schools.
May the .best crown the
League's efforts with success.
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HOMECOMING DAY
Homecoming at Lane College
was indeed said to be one of
the best ever and the most
largely attended. Fate was kind
and the sun pushed through
the clouds to keep the antici-
pated rain away while fans
watched a thriller of a game
which ended with the Lane
Dragons downing the Fisk Bull-
dogs by a score of 20 to 18.
Preceding the game was the
walking parade led by two cars
earring the royalty, "Miss Lane
College" and "Miss Dragon;
ette." Wearing the title of
"Miss Lane College" is Miss
Carolyn Vaulx who had as her
attendent Miss Regina Mc-
Clawn. "Miss Dragonette," Miss
Annette HugheS had as her at-
tendants, Misses Margie Harria
and Flora Harroll.
Other students w at ice d in
groups representing fraternal
organizations, clubs, and class
groups along with five bands
from the West Tennessee area.
The band performing for the
half-time ceremonies was the
fast stepping band from Dyers-
burg. Tenn.
SOME GUESTS
The stands were filled and
there were so many out-of-
town guests there, I simply
can't began to name them all;
however I did get a chance to
chat with Mr. and Mrs. Lyn-
Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Ro-
bert (Bob) Morgan, Virgal
Pulliman, Howard Wynn, R.
D. Merriwether, and Sandford
Holder of Chicago, Ill., John
Collins, Walter Smith with his
two daughters, and Nash Hol-
comb all of Gary, Ind. Mr. Col-
lins also was accompanied by
his two daughters, one who was
a student at Lane last year.
From Memphis came Miss
Dorothy Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Polk, Mr. and Mrs.
Long, and J. D. Williams. From
St. Louis, guest of your scribe,
Harry Jones, Dr. and Mrs. Ut-
ley, and so many more from
surrounding communities. Also
guests of your scribe were Mr.
and Mrs. John Culberson and
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Thompson.
He is Fisk athletic director.
The night following the vic-
torious game a packed house
was found on the campus with
the undergrads with the home-
ployee with the Illinois Cen-
tral. Having been in ill health
for a number of years, he pass-
ed at the home of his daugh-
ter, Mrs. Adaliah Eilmore who
now resides in Milwaukee, Wis.
In addition to her, he leaves
his wife, Mrs. Lessie Spann,
and three other sons, Dr. Fred-
erick Spann of Los Angeles,
Calif., and Roscoe Tyson and
Rev. Paul Spann of Ann Arbor,
Mich. He moved from Jackson
to Ann Arbor to make his
home with his sons a year ago
along with Mrs. Spann.
Few Negro Carpenters
On Board's Projects
Skilled Negro workers are
in about 95 per cent of the
roofing and cement finishing
jobs let out on contract by
the Memphis Board of Educa-
tion, but seldom are employ-
ed in such fields as bricklay-
ing and carpentry.
Those facts were revealed
recently in an answer to ques-
tions submitted to the Board
by the NAACP concerning the
number of skilled Negroes
currently employed by the
Board, or currently being used
on building projects of the
Board.
Superintendent E. C. Stim-
bert said in the report: "This
is a difficult question to
answer because statistics do
not stand still. It is impos-
sible to state the exact num-
ber working on any particular
day, because it would require
a survey of all general con-
tractors and sub-contractors.
It would also involve a con-
saderable change during that
period."
HIRED BY HOUR
The superintendent said that
skilled Negro construc-
tion mechanics are used prin-
cipally in the cement finish-
ing classification, and that
they are hired by the hour for
specific jobs. They are ob-
tained, he said, through the
business agent of the Local
Construction Trade Union.
"Sometimes we will have as
many as three or four cement
finishers on a particular job
being performed by the main-
*tenance department and 80 to90 percent of the time," he re-
ported, "the mechanics sup-
plied are Negroes."
The Board of Education.
Stimbert said, works on a
formal agreement with t he
local construction unions, and
they send prospective em-
ployees. After the individuals
submit applications, the Hoard
selects the ones which best
suit the need.
On jobs let out by contract,
the superintendent said that
it is not the Board's policy to
say who should be employed.
The following is what the
superintendent said would be
a reasonable estimate of em-
ployment!
THE PERCENT'AGES
Roofers: Approximately 95
per cent of all roofers employ-
ed on contract projects • are
Negro, and at times as many
as 40 have been working onip Board projects at one time.Cement Finishers: Approx-
imately 95 per cent of all
cement finishers are Negro.
As many as 50 have been at
work on a single day.
Lathers: Approximately 80
per cent are Negros. As many
as 10 have been at work on
a single day.
Plasterers: About 80 p e r
cent ot plasterers are Negro.
As many as 15 or 20 have
worked on a given day.
Bricklayers: Very few Ne-
groes have been used, a n d
these are frequently on smalljobs.
Carpenters: The employ-
ment of Negro carpenters on
contract work has been infre-
quent, usually when skilled
labor is in short supply.
Dr. J. H. Jackson
Addresses 8,000
On Heritage Day
than 8,000 heard Dr. J. H.
Jackson in the historic Chris-
tian Heritage Day message.
This is the largest service of
its kind in the United States
of America. This was the first
time that the predominantly
white Protestant group had
invited a Negro speaker.
Dr. Jackson pointed out that
present day mistrusts and ten-
sions of the world have driv-
en serious men to seek a solu-
tion to the problems through
the quality of life proclaimed
by Jesus of Nazareth. Said 4.1,„
Modern man has outgrown
the military phiolosophy of the
past, and knows there is no
salvation through war and
bloodshed. Unless the nations
of the world can embrace and
follow the moral and spiritual
life as proclaimed by Christ,
we shall move silently into
the dark ages of human defeat
and ultimate destruction.
The services were held in
Freedom Hall at the Fair-
ground. It began with a pro-
cession of 110 clergymen. Many
were dressed as simply as Dr.
Jackson who wore a blue
coat, striped trousers, white
shirt and charcoal tie. How-
ever others wore black robes
and academic hoods, and cas-
socks with surplice and stoles.
The most elaborately dressed
present was Bishop C. Eu-
bank Tucker of the A.M.E.Z.
Church who wore gold em-
broidered surplice, green stole,
and biretta.
I coming dance in the college
gymnasium. The Country June- ,
tion was the setting for'-the
dance in honor of out-of-town
alumni. Sponsoring the dance
was the Jackson Pan-Hellenic
Council. In all, it was a won-
derful weekend.
Your scribe along with sev-
eral Jacksonians travelled to
Memphis last week to witness
the Fashion Fair. Others at-
tending this fabulous showing
of the world's finest clothes by
beautiful models were: Mes-
dame Bertha Collins, Rosetta
McKissack, Marilyn Goldman,
and Misses Johnnie Reid and
Johnnie. Murray.
EDUCATION WEEK
Educationally, we cannot for-
get our responsibility to our
children and the parents in the
Jackson City Schools attempt-
ed to make that come true by
visiting the schools last week
during American Education
Week. Several of the schools.
including Merry Sr. and Jr.
High, Washington-Douglas, Lin-
coln, and South Jackson spons-
ored a parent-student night
where parents came to school
and got a chance to see what
their children were doing in
the course of a day spent at
school.
In other schools, open houses
were held and parent-teacher
conferences, giving the parent
a chance to go over his child's
felt that if the parents and Memphian Getswork with the teacher. It is
1
ARKANSAS SIT-INS
About 25 sit-ins were arrested in Helena, up the orderly demonstratroes. — (UPI
Ark, after staging demonstration at local Telephoto)
drug store and restaurant. Police. broke
Hi Fi Music-'Dog' Monkey' At Party
Modern jazz music from a !Cole, Mose Yvonne Brooks, Dal-
hi fi pierced the air. A halo of Iton Williams, Edward Davis.
cigarette smoke encircled the Miss Minerva Johnican, Alger
paneld den, Glasses filled with Taylor. Bertha Holemon,. Dr.
an auburn liquid were finger- Maurice Theme, Miss Vivian
ed. Supple young bodies mov- ',etcher, Miss Blanche Coleman, 
Douthett, Mrs. Annie Barbara
ed in tempo with the type of William Suggs. 
Mitchell, Miss Barbara Mac-
music played for the "Monkey" Miss June Lat ling, Henry 
Kim, Johnny Scott, William
the "Dog", etc. Spencer. Thomas Ray Sec"
ft Wilson Robert Matthews and
This was the setting of a 
Geo=r_ge Hudson -
party given by Halloe Robin-
son, host; and Miss Clauditte
Bailey, hostess, at 1509 Brook-
ins• St., last Friday night.
Among the young adult set
attending were: Miss Sally
teachers continue to work to-
gether, we will certainly have 
Promotion Atbetter children and better
schools. Amarillo AFBJacksonians regretted to
hear of the dcath of Mr. James
Spann, retired railroad em- AMARILLO AFB, Tex. —William E. Lee of Memphis,
Tenn., has been promoted to
airman second class in the
United States Air Force.
Airman Lee is an adminis-
trative specialist in the 461st
Bomb Wing here.
The airman is the son of
Mrs. Lillie M. Lee of 1553 Tay-
ner St. Memphis, and is a
graduate of Douglass High
School.
Alumni Officers
KNOXVILLE — Cincinnati
Atty. Leon Render and Wil-
liam N. Lovelace were re-
spectively named president of
Knoxville College's National
Alumni association and re-
elected alumni representative
to the trustee Board at the
annual Homecoming meeting
Nov. 2.
Render succeeded Dr. Ralph
Martin of Knoxville. The at-
torneys are partners in a Cin-
cinnati law firm.
Other National Alumni Of-
ficers are B. A. Ward, Knox-
ville, first vice-president; Rev.
Daniel N. Howard, Raleigh,
N. C., second vice-president;
Mrs. Julia E. Williams, Prairie.
Ala., recording secretary; Price
Michael or Mrs. Hortense
Bolds, both of Cincinnati, cor-
responding secretary; and Rev.
James Foster Reese, Knox-
ville, treasurer.
The Home Of
62 CADILLAC - Sedan deVille • Arctic White. Fully
equipped - Factory Air.
60 CADILLAC - 4 Dr. - Classic Black - Full Power,
Factory Air.
61 CADILLAC - Sedan deVille - Olympic White, Full
Power, Factory Air.
62 CADILLAC - 4 Window Sedan - Silver Mink, Power
Steering, Power Brakes, Factory Air Cond.
62 CADILLAC - Coupe - Turquoise & White, All Power,
Factory Air Cond.
61 CADILLAC - Coupe deVille, Full Power, Factory
Air - 3 Colors to Choose from.
62 CADILLAC - 4 Dr. Hardtop - Attractive Green and
White 
- All Power, Factory Air.
60 CADILLAC - Special Fleetwood • Gleaming Black •
All Power, Factory Air Cond.
62 CADILLAC - eVilIe Convertible - Goddess Gold -
Full Leather - All Power - Factory Air Cond.
61 CADILLAC - Special Fleetwood - Cadillac's Finest
Full Power, Factory Air. 2 to Chcose from.
61 CADILLAC - 4 Dr. - Fully equipped, including Fac-
tory Air Cond. 2 to Choose from.
63 OLDSMOBILE - Starfire Convertible • Burgundy with
White Leather • Bucket Seats, All Power, Factory Air
Cond.
63 CADILLAC - Coupe - Equipped with all Power plus
Factory Air - 3 to Choose from.
60 CADILLAC - Sedan deVille • All Power advantages
plus Factory Air - 2 to Choose from.
63 CADILLAC - 4 Dr. Hardtop - Low mileage, Fully
equipped, Factory Air Cond. 4 to Choose From,
62 CADILLAC - 60 Spec. Fleetwood - 4 Dr. - Fontana
Rose with Matching Interior - All Power - Factory Air
63 CADILLAC - Coupe deVille • All Power, Factory
Air, Full Leather Interior. 2 to Choose from.
60 CADILLAC - 60 Spec. Fleetwood - Olympic White
with Blue interior. All Power, Factory Air Cond.
62 OLDSMOBILE - 88 4 Dr. Hardtop - Tutone Blue with
White top • Vinyl Trim, Power Steering & Brakes.
61 CADILLAC - Sedan deVille - All ovoiloble Cadillac
accessories, including All Leather Trim & Factory Air
Cond. El Dorado Paint.
63 CADILLAC - Convertible - Gorgeous White with Red
Leather Interior, All Power, Factory Air.
59 CADILLAC - Sedan deVille - Black with White Top •
Luxurious Matching Interior - All Power, Factory Air.
See or or Call one of our Courteous
• Salesmen Howard Massey, Jerry Preice,
Buzz Sawyer, Bob Short or Joe Mc Minn,Mgr.
LOW FINANCING, UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY.
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
naferaphiA' E reboil), Cadillac Dealer"
341 UNION AVE. 526-8207
Johnny Scott, Wacl! Scott,
Hugh Strong, Henry "J ac k"
Eubanks. Mrs. Mattie Pearl
Blank, Robert Hardy, James
Robinson, Ben Blakey, Miss
Bobbie Nelson, Miss Geraldine
Local Surgeon Becomes
'Fellow' In American
College Of Surgeons
A Memphis surgeon w a s
among 1640 physicians initiated
as a fellow into the Ameri-
can College of Surgeons dur-
ing its 50th annual meeting
held in San Francisco, Calif..
Oct. 28, to Nov. I.
Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, Jr ,
became the first Memphis Ne-
gro surgeon to become affiliat-
ed with the medical organiza-
tion. Thirteen other Negroes
were inducted. A total of 3,900
fellows attended the five-day
workshop as well as 615 can-
flidates who are prenaring to
be initiated into the organiza-
tion.
An all-time attendance rec-
ord was set by the 12,430 de-
legation. The previous record
was set during the annual
meeting in Chicago in 1961.
Some 11,685 attended—includ-
ing representatives f ram
throughout the world.
The College was established
in 1913 by American and Cana-
dian surgeons to exemplify and
develop the highest tradition of
surgeons, and to guaranteed
as closely as possible that each
member has met high stand-
ards in training, proficiency in
DR. G.. W. ISH, Jr.
practice and enjoys a good
reputation in his personal and
professional life.
IThe first Negro surgeon was
accepted by the College in
1945.
Dr. IA, chief of surgery at
Collins Chapel hospital, is a
native of Little Rock, Ark. He
was graduated from Howard
University's Medical college in
Washington, D. C. in 1944. Im-
mediately afterwards he enter-
ed general medical practice
with his father, Dr. G. W.
Ish, Sr., who has practiced in
Little Rock for 54 years.
After one year, the younger
Dr. Ish started a general prac-
tice in Marion, Ark. After two
years, he established an office
in Memphis in 1950. In 1952
he entered the U. S. Army for
a two-year hitch. During the
time he was awarded the
Bronze Star medal for "brav-
ery under fire." After being
discharged in 1954, Dr. bilk
completed his residency in sur-
gery at Tuskegee Vetean and
Hines Veteran hospitals in
Chicago. In 1957. he returned
to Memphis as a surgeon at
E. H. Crump and Collins
Chapel hospitals. He was chjef
of staff at Collins until he
resigned that position.
Accompanying Dr. Ish to -
meeting of the American Col-
lege of Surgeons were his watt.
Sue, his parents, Dr. and Kra,.
Ish, Sr., of Little Rock and his
wife's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Barnett of Chicagas•
Mrs. Barnett is the Miss Mr
Moten. Barnett Director,
of the Associated Negro Press
news agency. The younger
Dr. Ish and his wife live it,.
1483 S. Parkway. They are the!
parents of a daughter, Etta
SUS1611, 12.
Retarded Kids Week
The advantages made in ed-
ucating the retarded have re-
sulted in the slogan for Na;
tional Retarded Children's !
Week (Nov. 17-28): fletardea.
Children CAN Be Helped.
• • •
FLOWERS TO BEAUTIFY YOUR HOLIDAYS
Large selection of seasonal floral,
arrangements in life-like plastic.
POINSETTIA 8, FERN
YEW BERRIES
POINSETTIA SPRAY
POINSETTIA
POINSETTIA POINSETTIA BUS
16-FT. HOLLY GARLAND nir
120 Ica es and til ty 3-herry clusters. 7
a/A/4'4e PAPER WARE'
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I BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
The chronicles of social, civ-
ic, community, educational
events of the past week were
tailored to the perfection of
members of the press . . . and
thus, we are happy to give our
COMMENTARY CANDIDS OF
the several affairs in a series
that are barometers of the cli-
mate of the forward march of
Memphis and the Mid-South.
MILADY was strictly in her
element last Wednesday night,
at The Auditorium Music Hall
a. when scores of folk, with
.0 plenty of male counterparts in
tow, viewed the 1963 EBONY
• FASHION FAIR AMERICANA
g which was sponsored by the
t• Memphis Alumnae Chapter of
DETA SIGMA THETA SO-
RORITY, whose good works
locally and nationally were
a eloquently spelled out by Mrs.
Ii Houston Collier during the in-
b: termission of the distinctive
fashion show.
Proclaimed by its producerh and director, Mrs. John John-
• son, wife of the publisher and
editor of Johnson Publications,
and the staff and coordinating
committee as a "splendiferous
show," we are in hearty agree-
ment with the use and connota-
tion of the word-for the ele-
gantly arrogant and under-
stated look of the priceless col-
lection and its vagaries of in-
terpretation of haute coutoure
fashions.
ACT ONE featured the col-
lections of French and Italian
designers for the "woman-in-
the street," . . . Silhouettes
for After-Hours . . holiday
and play and "The Gala Even-
ing."
Following intermission . . .
Act Two was the fashion ex-
travaganza of Americana . . .
bewitchingly scened as "Fifth
Avenue Sophisticate" . . . "The
Sportive Look" . . . "Fire-side
Chats" . .. "Double Exposure"
and "After-Five Aristocracy."
There were gowns of distinc-
tion too, representing good-sec-
tion of businesses . . . and
svelte, sophisticated lovely
models from several metropoli-
tan areas of the country, in-
cluding popular Terry Spring-
er. Model Jacy DeSouza of
Milano, Italy, captured the
imagination of the audience
with her unusual stance in
modeling.
I
1'
;,
f
1
pastor of Metropolitan Baptist
Church gave a stirring invoca-
tion and set the tone of the
auspicious speeches which were
to follow.
To digress a bit, League
Board of Directors covered
themselves with glory in plan-
ning such a momentous event,
and they include, beside Dr.
Price, Ensley Tiffin, vice chair-
man; Mrs. Albert Rickey, vice
chairman, B. T. Lewis, Jr.,
Treasurer; Mrs. Mae Fitzger-
ald, secretary, and Mr. Edwin
Dalstrom, Chairman Emeritus.
Other directors are Rev.
James M. Barr, Mrs. Phillip
Booth, Judge Bailey Brown,
Mrs. James Byas, Carl Carson,
Dr. Peter Cooper, Mrs. Lillian
Crowder, Forest Dickinson,
Bert Ferguson, H. A. Gilliam,
Taylor C. D. Hayes, L. B. Hob-
son, Rev. Blair T. Hunt, Rev.
John K. Johnson, Rev. H. H.
Jones, Miss Bernice Lansky,
Mrs. Herbert Levy, B. G. Oli-
ver, Edmund Orgill, Mrs. John
Osoinach, Rev. S. A. Owen,
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Charles
E. Pool, Miss Dorothy Slate,
John Spence, J. D. Springer,
L. C. Walker, Roane Waring,
Jr., Rabbi James A. Wax, Har-
old Whalum, Henry B. White,
S. A. Wilbun, Rev. Charles Wil-
liams, J. D. Williams, and of
course, the man at the helm of
the pilot of the good ship,
Memphis Urban League, none
other than Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
Executive Director.
The V.I.P. event had a gala
air despite the serious tone of
the banquet occasion, with
punch served from a side
table, and the menu was as
distinctly delicious as the
event was top-drawer with
Neptune Seafood cocktail,
roast top sirloin of choice beef,
and natural, stuffed baked po-
tato, French green beans, al-
mondine, chef's Italienne sal-
ad, apple pie with cheese and
coffee.
The remarks of WHITNEY
M. YOUNG, JR., like those of
Abraham Lincoln At Gettys-
burg, were not the main ad-
dress, but evolved into one of
he most stirring, eloquent,
sharply analytical analysis of
the tempor and times and the
role of race relations it has
been our good fortune to hear.
He introduced many of theEbony Fashion Fair suceeds,guests who attended the earlierin its aim of presenting clothes South-wide meeting of Urban
League committees, including
GEORGE BUTLER, education
director of the President's
Committee on Equal Opportu-
nity. Dr. W. W. Swell of Jack- I
sonville, Fla. Mr. Galliard !afl
Birmingham; Dr. Kenneth Wil-
liams, Winston Salem, N. C.,
Dr. Price, A. Maceo Walker,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Davis of
Tulsa, Okla. Carl Carson, Ed-
mund Orgill, Mrs. C. L. Dennis,
New Orleans; Mrs. M. V. Gliss-
man, Oklahoma City; Hubie
Jackson and J. R. Henderson,
Atlanta, Ga., Paul Christopher
of Knoxville; Mr. Rockefeller,geared to give, and neither has ilsielson Jackson. associate di-its guidance and cooperation !rector of the National Urbanbeen sought as it is today by League of New York City, H.ithe giant corporations of the Sweat, Ken Crooks of Atlantanations and the straight-for- . . and many more.
ward and thinking business- Grand and inspiring was the
men and leaders of our own address of Mr. Rockefeller,fair city, whose topic, "THE IMPACTThe elaborate and outstand- OF THE QUADRUPLE A's"ing event featured an address 
. developing the concept ofby WINTHROP ROCKEFEL- absenteeism, accidents, anxie-LER member, board of direc- ties, alchoholism . . and thetors of the National League possible fifth A-apathy . . asand chairman of the Arkansas they tie in with mental health,Industrial Development Corn- to correct the injustices of themission . . . and son of the past, planning for the immedi-family which has pioneered in ate future, and how are werace relations long before the going to continue planning andterm was acceptable in polite working together for t h esociety-so stated erudite and future
 as concerns our pres-e I oq ue n t WHITNEY M. etices in the midst of changingYOUNG, JR., executive secre- times, the challenges to indi-tary of the National Urban viduals . . . and concerningLeague. the fact that 50 per cent ofDR. HOLLIS H. PRICE,
chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors of the Memphis Urban
League was toastmaster at the
stellar event which was held
in The Balinese Room of The
Claridge hotel the same day as
the meeting of the Southwide
Committees of the Urban Lea-
gue held at the Claridge when
Mr. Rockefeller was also the
luncheon speaker.
Heartwarming was Edward
J. Meeman, president Emeri-
tus of T h e Memphis Press
Scimitar's, "THE MEMPHIS
STORY OF HUMAN RELA-
TIONS" . . . which we hope
will be published some day for
the benefit of all people of the
City of Memphis, for the Na-
tion and for the world.
Personally, it had the effect
of being filled with deep and
abiding respect for the men
and women in the community
who have guided the major
and minor', decisions which
have made Memphis indeed a
"City of Good jkbode." And ap-
proval of his! plea for wise
leadership in these changing
'times.
The Reverend S. A. Owen,
of priceless and matchless
beauty, far beyond the wildest
dream of the average individ-
ual, about which every would-
be Cindrella of all ages dream.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY DAY
To borrow the phrase of Sir
Winston Churchill . . . "This
is our Shining Hour" . . .
would best describe the MEM-
PHIS URBAN LEAGUE, Inc.
. .. for having labored in the
vineyard of race relations for
these decades-never has the
time been more favorable for
the type of leadership and in-
ter-group action the league is
the people of this country will
soon be employed in jobs that
do not exist today," because
we have gained more scientific
knowledge in the world since
World War II than since the
existence of the history of man-
kind,
Rev. McDaniel stirringly ex-
pressed his gratitude to those
who. have been working ar-
dently for almost 20 years and
created the kind of climate in
which a change like the one
witnessed that night could
take place . . and presented
his board of directors, who are
working with the record of 30
years of poineering in human
and race relations.
CHIT CHAT
On the lighter side . the
Urban League event presented
to opportunity for your scribe
to renew acquaintances with
Atlantans HUBIE JACKSON
and J. R. HENDERSON, who
brought glad tidings of The
A. L. Thompson, formerly bf
his city, and news about scads
of friends in fabulous Atlanta.
We were -delighted too, to
see MRS. THELMA BURKE of
Forrest City, Ark., accompanied
by her guest Mrs. M. P. Wil-
liams, a state home demonstra-
tion agent for the State of Ar-
kansas; Mrs. R. H. Doggett and
Dr. Lena Strode, both of the
English department of Arkan-
sas A. M. & N. College.
Chatting with DOROTHY
and JOE WESTBROOK on
leaving, we were glad to hear
of the improvement in the con-
dition of Dot's sister, SANDY
GREENE WHITE, whose ser-
ious illness necessitated a trip
by Dot and Joe to New York
recently . . . and to learn that
Joe was leaving early the next
morning for the sunny clime
of Jacksonville, Fla., for a
meeting of Southern educators.
MRS. G. L. BROVVNLEE
went to Atlanta, Ga., recently
to visit her son Leon, a student
at Morehouse College, and en-
joyed a wonderful week-end
as the guests of Dr. and Mrs,
William Jackson, Dr. Jackson,
dean of Atlanta University
School of Social Work. Mrs.
Brownlee and Mrs. Jackson
were close friends in college.
At the Jackson's home, she had
the opportunity to meet and
chat with Mrs. Margit Vind-
berg, an evening's guest who
is an assistant editor of a
Scandinavian leading weekly
magazine and also authory
several books, hailing from
Stockholm, Sweden.
While in Atlanta, Mrs.
Brownlee visited Mr. and Mrs.
Butler Henderson, more col-
lege friends, Mr. Henderson
the assistant to Dr. Benjamin
Mayes, president of Morehouse.
BERNARD JOHNSON, JR.,
son of Mr, and Mrs. O. B. John-
son a freshman at the Univer-
sity of Iowa, a '63 graduate of
Father Bertrand high and win-
ner of the Alpha Phi Alpha
National Scholarship award,
has been voted a member of
the Student Senate Committee
on Human Rights at the Uni-
versity. Locally Bernard is a
member of The Social Gents
and the Memphis Chapter of
Jack and Jill of America.
KELLOG EMPLOYEES
SOCIAL CLUB is sponsoring
a Farmers Ball at Curries Club
Tropicana on Saturday, Nov.
23, for the benefit of their
many charity projects, the
group of civic-minded young
men have liberally contributed
to the funds of Good-Will
Home for Children and to the
Community Drive for Sickle
Cell Anemia.
CONGRATULATIONS. . .
Proud and happy the con-
gratulations to LeMoyne Col-
lege on the Dedication of the
magnificent Hollis F. Price
Library and the unveiling of
the magnificent mural done by
creative artist Ben Shahn.
Last Saturday the college
held a symposium on "The
Arts in Education, with Act-
ing DEAN LIONEL ARNOLD
the moderator. WESLEY
HOTCHKISS, general secre-
tary of the American Mission-
ary Association gave the in-
troductory statement; The Arts
in Education.. .Mr. Shahn dis-
cussed The Graphic Arts in
Education; WILLIAM Mc-
CRAY, professor of dramatic
arts at Grambling College dis-
cussed The Performing Arts
in Education; ARCHI-
TECTS FRANCIS GASSNER
and THOMAS NATHAN of
al SALE: SALE SALE SALE SALE cn.
LOOK! LOOK! g
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DEFENDER
Congregational
Church To Hold
'men's Day
Women's Day will be cele-
brated at Second Congrega-
tion church Sunday, Nov. 24
at the 11 a.m. worship service.
Mrs. A. S. Hunnicutt will pre-
side and Mrs. Diana Hayes
will be the worship leader.
The following women will ad-
dress the congregation: Mrs.
Fannie Moore Johnson, Mrs.
Melba Briscoe, and Mrs.
Juanita Williamson. Ushers
will be the following persons:
Mrs. Emma Jean Bell, Miss
Almazine Davis, Mrs. Velma
Slaughter, and Miss Emma
Bell. Music will be rendered
by the Manassas High School
chorus under the direction - of
Mrs. Bobbie Blakely Jones.
Rev. J. C. Mickle is pastor.
Gassner, Nathan and Brown,
architects of the handsome edi-
fice, jointly discussed The
Building Arts in Education.
A luncheon culminated the
historic event, and the unveil-
ing took place on Saturday,
rather than the following day,
since Mr. Shahn had to leave
town.
The Dedicatory Address was
given on Sunday bs- the Am-
bassador from Sierra Leone to
the United States, his Excel-
lency Gershon Collier, who
gave a stirring address on the
interpretation of the freedom
goals of his country and the
continent of Africa, and the
role of the United States in
the implementation and as an
image of the words freedom
and democracy.
Excellent music was furnish-
ed at the Sunday afternoon
dedication event at C. Arthur
Bruce Hall, given by the Col-
lege Choir, under the direction
of John Whittaker, head of the
music department. MRS. WIL-
LIAM FITZGERALD, Librar-
ian of LeMoyne College gave
he Welcome, and Greetings
were brought to the college by
EDWIN DALSTROM, WESLEY
HOTCHKISS, DR. STANLEY
SH, LONNIE BRISCOE, DR.
W. W. GIBSON, and THOMAS
SAULSBERRY, representing
Trustees, The American Mis-
sionary Association, Citizens of
Memphis, alumni, faculty and
student body.
President Hollis F. Price in-
troduced t h e distinguished
speaker.
President and Mrs. Price
were hosts at a formal recep-
tion in honor of His Excellency,
he Ambassador of Sierra
Leone, a n d complimenting
guests of the A ISI A, at the
president's home last Saturday
night.
We must go to press, not
having said all we would like
o, not including everything of
the wonderful week-for we
must save the Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority's public meeting
which featured outstanding
Mrs. Vivian Bell of Jackson,
Tenn., as guest speaker, in a
fine address and occasion,
which we will cover next week.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1963
ONE WILL BE QUEEN
One will be eueen — when the annual Blue Bowl game Is
played in Me.rose stadium on Friday night, Dec. 6, one of
these young ladies will reign as the queen. From left, they
are Misses Brenda Walker, Lester; Patricia Ford, Manas-
sas; Helen Marzette, Booker T. Washington High; Rosie
Bell: Melrose, and Joyce Bishop, Henderson Business col-
New LeMoyne Library
Named In Honor Of Prexy
Dr. Hollis F. Price
The peoples of Africa are
emerging with pride and de-
termination and are beginning
o demonstrate that the black
man is able to cope with the
problems of the modern age
and at the same time contrib-
ute to the well being and
prosperity of men on this
planet, declared Sierra Le-
one's ambassador to the Unit-
ed States in a dedicatory ad-
dress Sunday at LeMoyne col-
lege
Ambassador Gershon Col-
lier's address marked the
dedication of the college's
new 310,000 library building.
The large audience greeted
with applause an announce-
ment that the newly dedicated
edifice will be named the
Hollis F. Price Library in hon-
or of the president of the col-
lege.
The announcement was
made by Edwin Dalstrom,
chairman of LeMoyne's Board
of Trustees. The board made
this decision Sunday morning
during its annual fall meeting.
BEN SHAHN
The Sunday afternoon ded-
icatory services, followed by
a tour of the library and a
coffee hour, brought to a close
a two-day event that began
Saturday morning with a
symposium and unveiling of
a gift $12,000 mosaic mural.
Here for the symposium
and unveiling was the noted
New Jersey artist who design-
NOW LEARN
RADIO ANNOUNCING
GET READY FOR THE FAST GROWING OPPORTUNITIES
IN
RADIO-TV BROADCASTING, DISC
JOCKEY, NEWSCASTER, ETC.
CALL OR WRITE TODAY
544 Beale Ave. 1A 6-8052
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ed the mural, Ben Shahn. It
was the first time he had seen
the completed piece of art.
The mural depicts a sprawl-
ed man groping for the infinite
and is illustrated by a huge
skylight in the library.
Appearing on the sympo-
sium panel with Shahn were
Dr. Wesley Hotchkiss, general
secretary of the American
Missionary Association; Dr.
William McCray of Grambling
college, and Francis Gassner
and Thomas Nathan, archi-
tects. The architectural firm
of Gassner, Nathan and Brown
designed the library building,
an ultra-modern edifice that
appears to be floating on air.
DR. PRICE
A reception for Ambassador
Collier- was held Saturday
night in Sweeney Hall, the
presidential home of Dr. and
Mrs. Hollis F. Price.
The American Missionary
Association, which founded
LeMoyne 93 years ago, also
has had long contacts with
Sierra Leone, the ambassador
pointed out in his dedicatory
address. "It is therefore with
particular delight that I have
accepted your invitation to
speak on this occasion," he
said.
The American Missionary
Association, which has a long
record of establishing and
sponsoring universities, col-
leges, schools and missions
throughout the world, set up
lege. Taking the field that night will be the wl,iner of a
play-off game between Booker T. Washington and Melrose
Iligh in E. H. Crump stadium this week. The Blues Bowl
game is sponsored annually by the Elks and funds are
used for Christmas baskets for the needy.
the Mende Mission in Sierra
Leone in 1846.
"These beginnings of co-
operation between the United
States of America and Sierra
Leone did much to establish
the foundations of the splen-
did relationship which now
exists between our two coun-
tries," said the ambassador.
"And, what better occasion,
than on this the dedication of
a library here at LeMoyne can
this relationship be drama-
tized? It has been a relation-
ship in which the dissemina-
tion of knowledge has played
a most significant part. Let
us hope that in the years that
lie ahead, knowledge of Af-
rica will grow in the United
States."
"Too often in the past," he
said, "the peope of Africa have
been regarded as back woods-
men, unwilling and incapable
of entering the 20th Century.
Mercifully enough, recent
events in Africa have nailed
this lie. We now see the
peoples of Africa emerging
with pride and determination
to demonstrate for all to see
that the black man is well
able to cope with. the prob-
lems of the modern age, and
indeed to contribute in unique
measure to the well being and
propserity of man on this
planet."
Closing, he said, "It is a
comforting and happy thought
to know that in our efforts
to solve our problems and face
the challenges of our time,
the people of Sierra Leone
have your support and good
wishes."
Lionel Arnold, acting dean
of the college, served as mod-
erator of the Saturday sym-
posium, and members of
Links, Inc. and young people
of Goodwill Homes were in
charge of the symposium cof-
fee break.
A luncheon followed the
symposium in the Commons.
The Sunday speaker was in-
troduced by President Hollis
F. Price. Mrs. Mae Isom Fitz-
gerald, librarian at the college,
gave the welcome, and greet-
ings were given by Edwin
Dalstrom, Dr. Hotchkiss, Dr.
Stanley Ish, Lonnie Briscoe,
Dr. Walter W. Gibson and
Thomas Saulsberry.
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LANE COLLEGE ROYALTY
Miss Carolyn Vaulx, a native of Jackson,
Tenn., was crowned "Miss Lane College"
during Homecoming activities at the school
recently, and seen here at right attending
her is Miss Anisette Hughes, who was
crowned "Miss Dragonette" for 1963 dur-
ing Homecoming dance. Miss Vault, who
was escorted by Willie Shaw, famed Lane
college basketball star and vice president
of Student Council, was elected to her
titled position at the regular SC election
last spring. Mark Stansbury of Memphis
was master of ceremonies at the festivi-
ties.
WELCOME
LITTLE `*(4
NEWCOMER--
t; If your Mommy will phone as, a
Welcome Wagon hostess will visit
you with a basket or gifts and
greetings to let you know how
welcome your arrival is and to
congratulate your parents.
' Phone
P"-
WELCOME NEWCOMER!
• Us. this coupon to let In knew-yOu're
h hare
DADDY'S NAME 
: ADDRESS 
. CITY 
' E] Cl.... hers ths Welcome Wagon
? call on ms
4il
, ,:...,. C:1 My theyDddy would like to subscribe
e
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Some 170,000 Negro soldiers Merri-Maida Plan
in 161 regiments served in the
Union Army daring the Civil Benefit Affair
War. Mrs. Rosa Ford was hostess
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
itch. rectal itch. chaang, nth anti scams
with an smiting Dew eels:sae fettouls
ratted LANACANE. This feet-scting, stain.
Ilea. medic-steel CIIIOW kills harmful bacterit
i germs while it sooctics raw, irritated end
linflanted skirt tissue, Stops serstihtng—go
lapeeehl healiog. Hon', suffer another minute.
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1964
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Used Cars
From Us
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SHELBY
FINANCE
COMPANY
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MONEY
C. E. HEN CRICKSWants & Need President
to our Family MONEY Problem Office
-
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Office Hours: 9 to 5 Daily
9 to 7 p.m. Thursday — B to 12 Noon Saturday
118 Monroe Avenue
• 325-0431
Full Shank Half lb. 39'
6 to 8 lb. Avg. Pound 65'
lb 49v
1-23" G.E. Console 
to members of the Merri-Maids
during a dinner held recently
at the Eagle club, and plans
were made for the organiza-
tion's annual "Whist-Bridge
Tournament" at the Eagle club
on Dec. 13.
MRS. VIVIAN BELL
Sigma
Gramma
Rho
Mrs. Vivian Bell, a teacher
at Merry High school in Jack-
son, Tenn., was the guest
speaker for the 41st Anniver-
sary observance of Sigma
Gamma Rho, Inc., here last
Sunday.
The public program was pre-
sented at Second Congrega-
tional churth and was in keep-
ing with the sorority's slogan,
"Greater Servic e, Greater
Greater Progress."
The guest speaker is an ar-
dent social, civic and education-
al worker, having served as
president of the Ladies Auxili-
ary, National Dental Associa-
tion and the Jackson City
Teachers' Association, business
manager of the West Tennes-
see Teachers Credit Union an'd
vice president of the Jackson-
Madison County Council on
Human Relations,
Aside from her other offices,
Mrs. Bell is basileus of the
Nu Sigma chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority.
Door prizes will be given
out during the tournament,
and others awarded. Proceeds
from the affair will benefit
the Sickle Cell Anemia Fund
and Goodwill Home for Chil-
dren.
Aside from Mrs. Ford, the
members are Mesdames El-
nora Farwell, Lillie Brans-
combe, Manse Stanback.
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per 
week
 
 125
-per week
2"
per week
115
per week
1—Premier Stove 36" .. 
1 G E Portable TV
115
per week
125
per week
1 G.E. Dryer 12th. Load 
per week
GOOD YEAR
SERVICE STORE
128 Union Ave 275-1155
125
MEMPHIS'
3574 Park Avenue
2 Greatest FURNITURE STORKS ;
r
X r rNrk_
1141 ;
'+-1/1111.11X401"-'
405 N Cleveland Street
DONALD
FURNITURE COMPANY
10 to 12 lb. average
with any Purchase of
$30.00 or more. This
offer good through
December 21
DAVID KAPLAN
Formerly with Sam Fortes
invites his many Friends &
Customers to see him
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
d346yita
,
Romantic, yet designed to wear and wear, each chair and
sofa front Provincia is styled for good taste today and.
for years to come. Plan now to decorate with ease —
with the Provincia Collection on display today
Tableau
Charming setting for enfolding guests into
the closeness of your home and family;
beautiful hand-rubbed woods with a special
Antique ?Mina finish...authentically
shaped drawer fronts accented with richly
detailed brasses ... curved legs, aprons and
tops in the true French Provincial tradition.
Cane back chairs add elegance and an airy
"see-through" delight. In a handsome com-
bination of solid pecan and walnut veneers.
See these and many others in this distinc-
tive collection for dining and bedroom.
Pure and Simple French Provincial
•
Enjoy the Distinctive Ekonce of French Provincial. 6.
In mellow Normandy Cherry Of
toil Monique Blasius
The tinniest quality of French Provfeeid a
• c‘pretscil in the tophimicaka Syllk$
of Fontsinchkau. Gracef oily shaped
posts crown artful eahriola legs . • • hoick-MeV
eararal beds not nerfers eannisite aetkpee
Inas, trails. la finest cabinet WOOth owelected
in raecrt craffsmea to fashion it,,, recreation of
Old It'or1.1 loveliness. C.cantwiA,le &Uses aed
▪ lure sold (or many howl this modest
rice. Sr. for yourself.
leahl)tise
.---.--
,
NEVER INTEREST OR CARRYING CHARGES AT
DONALD FURNITURE COMPANY
DEFENDER
DONALD DUCK
Big Ben Bolt
1
PANCHO DP THAT BY
KEEPING AN EYE ON
BULL BULL.' THAT LED US
ID THE BARN HIDEOUT!
THE MA)OR DAVE HIM THAT' SOFT JOB
AS A POLITICAL FAVOR BUT AFTER WHAT
HAPPENED AT THE BANK, IN SURE THIS
TOWN WILL. GET ITSELF A REAL TWO-
FISTED SHERIFF'
THE CISCO KID
HES CLEVER! FOOLED
MANY PEOPLE'
I SET ME TNAT MARSHAL s
snLL PLAYING CHECKERS!
NES TIR MOST wORST
LAWMAN PANCHo EVER
SAW/
laNRY
BE SURE TO WAKE ME UP AT
FIVE O'CLOCK, HENRY! I
'NAVE AN APPOINTMENT I
4/,m1C.
I GOT THE DROP ON RAVENSWOOD
THERE, TIED HI/.1 UP, PuT ON HIS
HOOP AND WAITED FOR THc OTHER
TWO! THAT'S HOW WE WERE ABLE
TO CATCH THEM WrTH THE GOODS!
-
),
, .7
St.% tobS
V -15
IT 550' IN FACT I SO DID I! THAT'S WNY
HEARD THEY WERE WE WANT TO SET AwAY
GONE. TO ELECT F-RCm HERE IN A
YOU! r HURRY!
• ,
•
•
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-
NV . 
• - •
'W•
11.2:.ja11-14
24
\ \ /
,% gig
•law
44
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1
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It
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POPEYE •
LEI" ME GO!!
rvE GOT TO FIND
(PHOOEY!!VA CRAZYk, DAME!
r0
our WHO /5
shy& //vs
IN THE
WOODS!
.7
•-••• •
• --
."‘",
`IA RUN INTO
EM WOODS AN.
SOME WILD
BEASK AmbHT
HuRT VA!
YAM
TAKIN1 VA
I 
=
HOMEY!
ete or
40.
7
Ii-is
c-
GC)OD HEAVENS?
WHAT IS wRoNG
WITH Miss OyLT
SHE
IS HEARIN
VOICES!
Felix The Cat
SHE THOUGHT SHE HEARD
SINáICOMINY OUT OF THE
WOODS... I HAD TO FORCE
HER TO COME
HOME!
Too MANY
WILD FRAZZLE-
BERRIES
PERHAPS!
CAN'T YCAJ
HEAR IT?
AN SAW A LAO*/ BY TREE., j5
4,4 1AEr EYES WAS 1305SY f3g:MIN!!
/ ALL MAKE 1•14E1 LADY
c MARRY ME
VCOeE N 1.)k)
GOES Dowki !!
TuAT 
-E
's 
.Y* Idos' A
SICK
COW!
I JUST MADE
COE DELIVERY
ToDAY, ANNA
MARIE. 61JE55
Bus+NESS ISN'T
Too GOOD FOR
YoUR GRAND-
FATHER.
CLOSING UP
TIME, ANDY.
WELL, HERE'S
THE DOLLAR
YOU EARNED
TODAY.
BRICK BRADFORD
THER.E ARE SOME
NEWSPAPER PEOPLE
FROM WESTERN COUNTRIE-S
IN CHINA, E•UT NONE
HERE! THAT'S MO'
WE LANDED
HERE I
Ow/Cr Ant7 Goe.i.4.57Z.AAV ARE 774,r-Eni
FRo44 THE 77415-77:1.....T1er A.e0 LED
Ocp 41,FRAZ‘wr GINEECTiavS„„
ETTA KETT
T ZIST RAN ONE MEASLY
ERRAND FOR YOU TODAY.
-THAT'S NOT WORTH ALL
THIS MONEY.
TV:i•i• •
....AND ACE ABS./GA/60 7to SMALL.
I ADORED THE
MOVIE Of OUP
LOCAL TEAM!!
WOW DID YOU
SEE ME IN THAT
MAJORETTE --
UNIFo
..--
WOW." SOME.
GAME f COME
ON — I'M
TREATING."'
SHOTS OF NI:\
-AND TI-105E
SCORING THOSE
TOUCH Do‘NNS.4
I'vE SEEN Ir
TEN TIMES!
DON'T- sTop.!'
KEEP
'WRITING!
How Al3our HAM BURGERS?
LETS Buzl Our TO THE NEW
'BURGER BAR,OKAY.2 r
SECRET AGENT X9
thirre riegroys
the list shred
of evidence
linging beta
the Mk:lea/C.
at CasUe
Felix The Cat
I'VE SEEN wAITIN& FOR COLD
gATKR.••1 IOW ICE
FI4141N6,‘
I DIDN'T HAVE
TIMETO CHANGE
MY UNIFORM.'
•
1.1
YOU CAN ADO, bUT YOU
CAN'T SEE! CAN'T SEE
ANYTHING ATALL! NOW
IF YOU'LL EXCUSE ME...
No, YOU'RE Nor! e,gicK,rm
WE HAVE OTHER SORRY
PLANS FOR ABOUT
You' THIS'
—
,... ONE UNSHADED
LIGHT 115ULE• WITHOUT
A SWITCH-. So IT
BEGINS,,, I'VE HEARD OF
THIS SORT OF RED
THERAPY
TMERE6 LITTLEVDU
CAN PO MOW wi"-c-ST
SPENDN6 Ti•ERE-sr
)DUR SrAY IN THE
HIGHLANDS TFCACKIND
POW,1 SOLIVOMIZSI
tme9tig
IT vsNT ,,ougs
FAULT, HOPPY
DON'T LET .4
THEAA SEU
*YCU A NY-
TNING±.„.„.•
TWO,
PLEASE!
TWAT'S THE 6AME BOOTI
TI-IREW SACK THIS
SUMMERr
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Melrose a n d Booker T.
Washington, co-champs for the
Prep League football title this
season, have agreed to meet
in a history-making contest at
Crump Stadium, Thursday
night of this week to decide
Ito will represent the leaguethe Annual Blues Bowl
Classic slated for Dec. 6th.
CRUMP BATTLE DECIDES
Three weeks ago, these
same teams locked horns with
Washington emerging as a 21-
18 victor in a cliff hanger at
Melrose Stadium before an
overflow crowd estimated in
excess of 6,000. Because of an
expected turnout that would
again cramp the inadequate
facilities at the Orange Mound
playing site, a larger arena
was sought.
Negotiations for the 30,000
seat capacity Crump Stadium
didn't materialize until last
Friday. In fact, the long await-
ed announcement of return
struggle between the Warriors
and the Golden Wildcats had
the game about to be set for
e
lrose again.
Iowever, after Board of Ed-
cation officials went into a
huddle with the Memphis
Park Commission, (Crump is
owned by the Board but is op-
erated by the Park Commis-
sion) the game was finally
confirmed for Crump. At first,
the stadium management quot-
ed figures contrary to those
given to white schools. When
this was learned, the Crump
entrepreneur was notified that
this was just another school-
boy game and the Board of
Education would pick up the
tab for rental expenses as has
been the case for white games.
This ruled out having to agree
to terms to pay the stadium a
flat rental fee and a percent-
age of the proceeds over $3,000
or a straight cut on all fans
that would click the turnstiles.
10,000 MAY ATTEND
A crowd of between 8,000
and 10,000 is expected to at-
40nd the return match whichII mark the first time thato Negro high schools have
-
Mallory Knights
Begin Drive For
Christmas Funds
The Mallory Knights Chari-
table Organization has begun
its eleventh arm+ Christmas
program to help needy fam •
ilies and underprivileged chil-
dren during the Yule season
by giving them food, clothing
and toys.
For the past 11 years the
organization has helped bring
happiness to the needy at
Christmas.
Mallory Knights headquar-
ters is located at 280 Hernan-
do st. The telephone is 398-
2111.
,ry Strong is director of
• .ganization.
Know Your Negro History
A battalion of "free men of
color," formed part of the front
line at the Battle of New Or-
leans during the War of 1812.
played on the Crump fjeld, lo-
cated 4ust behind Central
High school.
If the weatherman co-op-
erates, a larger segment could
swell the attendance and jus-
tify moving more key battles
to Crump.
When Arkansas A&M of
Pine Bluff blasted Mississippi
Industrial of Holly Springs
last December before a small
crowd, it was the first time
Negro squads have played in
Crump Stadium, named in
honor of the late political
"boss." However, the color
barrier had been broken when
Hank Mosley and Bobby Wat-
kins appeared with the Chi-
cago Bears here in an exhi-
bition game in the 1950's.
RUGGED CONTEST
FORECAST
On the strength of its earlier
conquest, Washington will be
the prohibitive favorite against
Melrose. Again Oscar Reed will
be expected to shoulder the
brunt of the offensive load for
the powerful Warriors' of-
fense. Quarterback Ronald
Ester can also call on Eddie
Richards to team with Reed
to give the Warriors a double
barrel weapon. But it might
be the Slaughters brothers,
Jim and Willie, who could
make the difference.
Melrose can hold its own
with a strong running attack
built around Jimi-ny Ward and
Leroy Moton; however, the
Golden Wildcats have the po-
tential to hit for the "long
bomb" with end Bobby Smith's
pass catching ability. Typical
of the Smith threat was shown
in the last encounter between
these two rivals when he
caught only one pass — that
for an 80 yard touchdown.
Defense could decide me is-
sue with each club sporting
strong secondaries. Don't dis-
count the surprise factors and
some could he in store the
might decide the tus.tle. Mel-
rose's overall record is 8-1-1
against Washington's 9-1 sea-
son mark. Both had league
records of 6-1.
CAGERS PULL LID
The exhibition season for
basketball is In full swing and
league champ Lester is show-
ing the way with three vic-
tories in as many outings with
wins over Woodstock and
Capleville. Carver, which fig-
ures to be vastly improved
this season, edged Mt. Pisgah
and ran roughshod over Rip-
ley last week, while Hamilton
took its lumps from Barrett's
Champel and Geeter.
Wesley Mitchell, fresh off
the football field, showed his
versatility by scoring 27 points
to lead Manassas to a lopsid-
ed win over Ripley and re-
turning to the gridiron later
in the week to spark the Tig-
ers to a 98 to 7 triumph over
Mitchell Road before being
ejected from the game in the
third quarter for use of vile
language.
Lester's Richard Jones, list-
ed on one sport magazine's
pre-season all-American team,
has been under close scrutiny
of numerous college quintets.
Among the close observers has
been Dean Ethers of Memphis
State university.
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE
DON'T NUTTINI BEAT
WITH Posh-Rutton West
er, Electric Wipirs, Direetional
signs's, Torslonaire Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freese.
CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • • Open Eveeings • . 1111 14141
Dr. Isaac Miller, Jr., second from left, was presented the
"Golden Apple" award recently from the Meharry Med-
ical College chapter of the Student American Medical
Association, and seen here presenting the plaque is Joseph
Labat, president of the chapter, while looking on are
Meharry President H. D. West, left, and Dr. E. G. High.
right, head of the biochemistry department. The award
Is presented annually to the "Ideal Teacher" selected
from a list of eight nominees by popular vote of the
medical students. 22r. Miller has been given the Lederle
Medical Faculty •witrd. 1957-60: he is a council member
of Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, and a referee
in research participation of high school teachers program,
National Science Foundation 1961. He Is a member of
Sigma Xi, Gamma Alpha and Phi Sigma fraternities.
Tennessee State Takes Jug From
Kentucky To Win Midwest Crown
BY EARL S. CLANTON, III Kentucky's and the Nation's
leading punter, Stephen Bailey,
Merritt's line men partially
blocked Bailey's first punt and
Tennessee State took over on
the Thorobred's 10. Four plays
later Boone fired to paydirt
and Fletcher Smith's run fail-
ed with 11:29 left in the first
stanza.
Boone, following Coach Mer-
ritt's instructions, drove 80
yards for the second touch-
down on the running of Gene
Bowen and MacAuthor Carter
until he got to the six.
Again t h e Boone-offered
serial found Powell on paydirt
as the halftime clock was run-
ning out.
Leading 12 to 0 at intermis-
sion, Boone opened the third
period by driving 68 yards for
the game's third touchdown by
hittihg Maurice McDonald with
a seven-yard pass for the score.
Fullback Bowen powered his
way into the end zone for a
two-point conversion to ice the
Big Blue margin 20 to 0 with
9:11 yet to play in the third
First downs
Net rushing yardage
Passing Yardage
Passes
Passes completed
Passes intercepted
Fumbles lost
Punting average
Yards penalized
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A fir-
ed-up Big Blue Eleven and the
deadly passing arm of senior
Dave Boone combined to give
Tennessee State the Midwest-
ern Conference Grid Crown
when the Tigers shelled Ken-
tucky State 26 to 14 last Satur-
day afternoon.
Fewer than 1,200 fans saw
Coach John Merritt's All-
American choice Boone rifle
four touchdown passes while
completing 11 of 17 serials for
89 yards and the fourteenth
consecutive "Little Brown Jug"
victory of the 15 years that the
racked-lipped crock has stood
as the winner's symbol in this
ancient rivalry between the
Tigers and the Thorobreds. It
is a 5-3 record for the Tigers
now.
Scoring in every period, the
Merrittmen tallied in the
game's first five minutes when
Boone fired a six-yarder to
Charlie Powell standing in the
end zone.
Keeping the pressure on
Tennessee State
20
234
89
18
11
2
1
2,22
56.5
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2151 CENTRAL AT COOPER IR 10573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
LARGE PARKING AREA
"STOP—AND SHOP AT CENTRAL"
dp•mm•••mmmummummommumminwpmm
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC 
le
m
SCAR WASH $
• 
.
8 A.M.-6 P.M. 
I.
a
• Sat or Sun. $1.25 •
II lot. Open A A.M. to 6 em. 
Monday •
N Um. OM I AM. to 2 P.M. 
thru •
• 
_
I
Friday a
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
.
U 3100 Summer at Baltic a
Ilimase•swesemea••••emamte
5i SALE S VLE SALE SALE SALE rn
LOOK! LOOK! !;1
1960 OLDS. 884 Dr. . .  .1495
r4 CLEAN AS A PEN, FROM BUMPER TO rp)-4
...r. BUMPER IAIR CONDITION! & RELAX 
r-
t, PRICE!) RIGHT!!! 
rl
:71
p1959 PONTIAC Catalina, 4 Dr. . 
. 
'1495:A
• 4 DR., SEDAN, SPOTLESS INSIDE &
OUT A ONE OWNER FAMILY CAR, WITH 11
THOUSAND MILES. FOR YOUR PLEASURE!
ItAMBLEU.
• 2481-2516 Polar CT, 
S.S32.0
Miel•Seeth'61.erge0 Vied Car Mari'
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 
SALE
period.
THIRD STRINGERS IN
Thorobred Bailey, the punt-
ing ace, got off a short punt
in the fourth period to set up
Tennessee State's 54 yard
touchdown march that was
kept alive with a pass inter-
ference call down to Ken-
tucky's 20. From there, Boone
pitched Bowen a perfect strike
for the touchdown.
Kentucky got the final
chance to score as Coach Mer-
ritt unloaded his bench. With
the third-string Big Blues in
the game, Thorobred Carl
Wade engineered a 70-yard
march, passing down to TSU's
one. Fullback Kermit Williams
bulled his way in for the touch-
down and Wade ran the extra
point.
"We moved the ball as
LeMoyne Magicians To Unveil
This Season's Talent During
asauad Game Friday Night
LLeMoyne's Magicians un-
veil their 1963-64 talent in an
intrasquad basketball game
this Friday night, Nov. 22, at
8 on the Bruce Hall floor.
Coach Jerry Johnson will mix
freshmen with veterans,
throwing the Purples against
the Golds.
The game is sure to give
Memphians a good idea of
what to expect from the Ma-
gicians during the approach-
ing season. Tickets are selling
for 60c (adults) and 25c (stu-
dents) and proceeds will en-
able players to purchase trav-
eling jackets.
Those who have had the op-
portunity to see the Magicians
working out are of the opin-
ion that Coach Johnson is com-
ing up with his finest squad.
He has seven promising
freshmen: James Sandridge,
all-Memphis and high scorer
last season, front Melrose;
Franklin Shelton, also all-
Memphis, from Douglass; Ma-
rian Brewer, from Booker T.
Washington; Clearthur Morris,
from Mt. Pisgah; two "jump-
ing jacks" from Indianapolis,
Edward Brents, 6-3 forward,
and Thomas Harding, 6-6 cen-
ter, and a 6-5 center in Robert
Hardaway from Cincinnati.
Veteran starters returning
planned," Coach Merritt com-
mented after the game. "Boone
called a beautiful game and
stayed with the game plan,
keeping the ball on the ground
and passing only when neces-
sary.
MUCH SATISFACTION
"I was very satisfied with
the pressure we kept on both
the passer and their very fine
punter," he continued. "Win-
ning this game and my first
Midwestern Conference cham-
pionship is one of the very fine
features of my first year at
Tennessee State.
are Capt. Robert Hambric
from Chicago, James Gordon
from Louisville and Monroe
Currin from Halls, Tenn.
Other veteran dependables on
the squad are Jimmy Charlton
from Syracuse, Paul Lowery
from New Brighton, Pa.; Ver-
ties Sails and Cleophus Owens
of Memphis.
Ark. Univ. Grad
To Address Group
At Florida Univ.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — The
highlight of the seventh An-
nual Women's Week program
at Florida A & M University
will be the presentation of the
young woman why integrated
the University of Arkansas
School of Medicine, Dr. Edith
Irby Jones of Houston, Texas,
as guest speaker during an All-
University Convocation sched-
uled for Friday, Nov.22
A native of Conway, Ark.,
Dr. Jones was graduated in
1948, magna cum laude from
Knoxville college, Knoxville,
Tenn., with the B. S. degree.
The first Negro to be admit-
ted to the University of Ar-
kansas School of Medicine, she
was graduated from that insti-
tution in 1952 with the B. S. in
medicine and the doctor of
medicine degrees.
Dr. Jones did her medical
internship at the Universal
Hospital in Little Rock and was
engaged in the general practiee
of medicine in Hot Spring',
Ark., from 1953 until 1959.
Since September, 1962, she has
been practicing of internal
medicine in Houston.
•
CLEVELAND BROWNS vs ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
IN ST. LOUIS SUNDAY DEC. 1, 1963
• Leaving Handy Park-Sat. Nov. 30th 5 p.m. • Arriving in St. Louis at 10:30 p.m.
• Returning Midnight Sunday Dec. 1, 1963
Transportation, Overnight
Accomodations in Holiday Inn
And Football Ticket
For Additional Information
Call 527-7301 Or Stop in
at 203 Beale St.
Ticket Must be Purchased fly Nov. 21, 1963
Traditional for 128 Holiday Seasons
Jluy 011 always
have an eagle a in your P"kif
,•••5 turkey .1) on your table
044101d Crow I in your ah"
151 CAO MOO DiSTMEIN CC, FINKFORT, KY. KERTUGHT STRAIGHT KOMI tintry..r • PRE
Give the bourbon Americans prefer to any other...
versatile, delicious Old Crow
The traditional choice for lioliday drinks has
always been Old Crow. It makes any drink
—from punch to highball—taste better.
For the greatest EGGNOG you ever tasted —
mix 2 qts. eggnog-mix with 4/S qt. Old Crow
and 1/2 pt. lightly whipped cream. Chill. Stir.
Serve with sprinklinlf nutmeg. Serves 30.
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TOM THUMB WEDDING
Tom Thumb Wedding climaxed a popu-
larity contest sponsored by the Kinder-
garten of Summerfield Baptist church.
Winners in the contest are Bridegroom
Douglas L. Malone, Jr., son of Mrs. and
Mrs. Douglas Malone, Sr., 2024 Clarksdale
St.; Bride Gale C. Hayes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie R. Hayes, 4487 Mine Rd.
Bestrnan is Dwight E. Smith, grandson of
Five Complete Training At
Air Force Base In Texas
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett E. Smith, 2240
Brown St. Maid of honor is Judy L. Dear,
daughter of Mrs. and Mrs. John Dear,
1336 Tunica St. Faculty of the kinder-
garten includes Mrs. Haroiena Coe, super-
visor; Mrs. Novella Brookins and Mrs. Min-
nie B. Wright. Rev. Leon Brooking is pastor
of the church.
Five Memphis men have re- recently completing basic mili-
ceived new training and dutyltary training at Lackland AFB,
assignments in United States Tex.
Air Force job specialities afteri Airman Eugene Lee, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Levell W. Lee of
1192 Mechant, has been sent to
Amarillo AFB, Tex., for. train-
ing as an administrative spe-
cialist. He is a graduate of Ma-
nassas High School.
Airman Leeverdis Foster,
son of Mrs. Sarah L. Bowers of
1294 S. Lauderdale, is being
trained as a flight operations
specialist at Walker AFB, N. M.L. FOSTER
E. LEE
J. W. JEFFREY
Negro Men Honor Distaff
Leaders At Awards Banquet
WASHINGTON, D. C.-Contributions of the Ne-
gro women during the Emancipation Century received
accolades from Negro men at a Tribute Awards Ban-
quet Saturday in the Congressional Room of the Statler
Hilton Hotel.
The recognition was one of 
the highlights of the 28th an- gra Woman in the Emancipa-
nual convention of the Nation- tion Century."
a! Council of Negro Women. Honorees and their fields of
Presentation or the unique achievement were Mrs. Har-
riet Wright Hines, Philadel-
phia, Pa., business; Mrs. Daisy
Bates, Little Rock, Ark., civil
rights and education; Mrs.
Emancipation Century. How- Diane Nash Bevell, Atlanta,
ever, the concept was consist- Ga., civil rights and youth
cot with the theme for this leadership; Dr. Flemmie Kit-
year's convention: "The Net- trell, Washington, D.C., edu-
aeards was made by a Negro
mats of compari.ble eminence.
Records show such tribute was
without precedent in the
Texas 'Opens' Football
Door To Negro Players
AUSTIN, Tex - (U P1) -
Athletic Director Darrell Royal
announced complete integra-
tion of all athletics at the Uni-
versity of Texas.
Royal's announcement came
just two weeks after the Uni-
versity Board of Regents lift-
ed any curb on any student
activity, including athletics,
because of race or religion.
Royal said he had just com-
pleted a meeting with Univer-
sity Administrative Officials
on the integration of athletics
at the state's biggest school.
"Any bona fide eligible stu-
dent is welcome to try out in
any sport," he said.
Asked if Negroes would be
offered scholarships at Texas
Royal said, "we will recruit
anyone who will fit in our pro-
gram. That is, anyone who
qualifies academically and
athletically."
Royal was asked if his re-
cruiting staff had any Negro
athletes in mind to begin
worr4^- -
He was graduated from Booker
T. Washington High School.
Airman Elmo S. Shipp, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Eliger Shipp of
1169 Cella, is being trained
as a air policeman at Bergs-
trom AFB, Tex. He is a grad-
uate of Melrose High School.
Airman James L. Roberts,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Roberts, Sr., of 1556 Gold Ave.,
has been transferred to Altus
AFB, Okla., for training and
duty as vehicle operator. He is
a 1936 graduate of Hamilton
High School.
Airman James W. Jeffrey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Jeffrey of 338 W. Person, has
completed his basic training at
Lackland AFB, and will re-
main there for technical train-
ing as an air policeman.
He is a 1963 graduate of Ban-
gor High School in Bangor,
Mich.
class in the United States Air
Force, stationed at Sembach
Air Base, Germany, has been
promoted to that rank recent-
ly. The son of Mrs. Eva Hop-
son of 1730 Warford, he is a
graduate of Douglass High
school. Hopson is a personnel
specialist with the 38th com-
bat Support Group.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cast
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Cash You Mo.
Get- Payments
S 500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 S 23.70
51, 500,00 S 34.50
52,000.00 S 45.50
52,500,00 S 56.20
55,000.00 $110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
It was pointed out the the
Regents' decision came only
two weeks ago and Royal said
he and his staff had been con-
centrating on the remaining
game of their No. 1 ranked
football team.
. SALE SALE SALE SALE. SALE 72
LOOK!
1958 CHEV. Impala  
CONY. BLACK W/W
:7: REAL CLASS IN ANY
SEE IT TODAY!
LOOM T-1
'995
HITE TOP, THIS IS '71
BODYS DRIVE!!
p: 1959 OLDSMOBILE 
 
1395 -11
984 DR. MAN THIS IS A JEWEL LOADED,
INCLUD. FAC. A1R-DRIVE THIS CAR.
PRICED TO MOVE QUICKLY
•-;
U.
ALE SALE .`-_,ALE SALE
-12H.--27;16 l'opl;p• 1,1.-s-,•:.!)
Mid-South's Largest Vied Car Mart
SALL: S.1LE
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME
Address  
Phone number
to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 234 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name__ 
Number of papers wanted week _
Cub Scout Leaders To Meet
At Golden Methodist Church
Representatives from Cub
Scout packs in the Memphis
area will hold a meeting at the
Golden Methodist church on
Tuesday night, Nov. 26, from
7:30 to 9 p. m., and all den
mothers, Cub committeemen
and Cubmasters of the South
Division are urged to attend.
The Cub Scout's last montiy
roundtable was held at River-
side Christian church with Mrs.
Georgia McNeal, the den moth-
er, serving as hostess.
The officials from each pack
gathered to discuss the pro-
grams, problems and progress
made by each pack.
Cub scouting is a home-cen-
tered program designed to meet
the needs of boys in the eight
to ten year category and at
the same time bring about a
closer relationship between fa-
ther, mother and son.
MORRIS HOPSON
NEED SPONSORS
Before the program can be
carried into the homes of the
community, some institution
must sponsor it and serve as a
home base where training, ac-
tivities, outings, advancements
and meetings can originate.
The Cub Scout program has no
problem recruiting boys, but it
does need sponsors and man-
power.
New packs have been organ-
ized this year at the A. B. Hill
and Lincoln Elementary
schools.
Aside from Golden Metho-
dist church, other packs are
sponsored by Riverview school,
St. Peter Baptist church, Wal-
ker School in Shelby County,
Cane Creek Baptist church,
and Riverside Christian
church.
ADMINISTRATIVE
Airman Robert L. Warren, Jr.,
son of Mrs. Ora L. Turner of
1157 Whitmore Ave., has been
transferred to Amarillo AMR,
Tex., for training as a U.S. Air
Force administrative trainee
after completing initial basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He is a 1963 graduate of
Hamilton High school.
Sox Must Include Pitcher
In Any Bid For New Faces
The Chicago White 'Sox are
in a trading mood and there
are a number of teams willing
to listen -,but there is a catch.
Most wanted Sox players, are
the pitchers, something mana-
ger Al Lopez and general
manager Eddie Short do not
wish to talk about. The Sox
have in Gary Peters, Juan
Pizarre, Ray Herbert and even
Frank Bauman, pitchers sever- pitchers.
al teams would like getting in
trade. However the Sox man-
agement has said "no" to all
offers for one of the four
twirlers.
The Sox are in need of
strengthening in several posi-
tions, mostly behind the plate
and in one outfield spot but
not serious; enough to part
with one of team's front line
HUMBOLDT
NEWS
PURHA.MS WELCOME
Humboldt recently welcomed
Rev. and Mrs. Louis T. Pur-
ham and family to the com-
munity. He is the new pastor
of the Lane Chapel CME
church, and the couple has. five
Rev. Purham is a graduate
of Lane college and the Phil-
lips RTC Seminary in Atlanta,
class of 1963, and posseses a
convincing personality f o
leadership.
Mrs. Purham is the former
Miss Mary Frances Barbee of
Mason, Tenn.
ATTEND GRADUATION
Mr. and Mrs. Dorrington
Reid, Rev. and Mrs. William
Donald and Mrs. Rebecca
Newhouse motored to St. Louis
to attend the graduation exer-
cises of Miss Dorothy Reid,
whose diploma from the Lab-
ratory Technicians school en-
titles her to earn her liveli-
hood in that profession.
Miss Reid returned home
with her family, and will go
back to St. Louis in about 10
days. She was the only Negro
in her class and established a
commendable record.
OTHER NEWS
Miss Lila Northcross steered
away from her usual duty as
nurse to her father to enter-
tain as dinner guest little Miss
Dianne Lowery and her sis-
ters and brothers. We know
that they left filled with the
goodies that Miss Northcross
is able to prepare.
Master Tyrone Farmer en-
tertained about 30 guests at
his home recently at his ninth
birthuay party.
News has been circulated
about the recent marriage of
Mrs. Bessie Davis to John
Timberlake. The couple is
making their home on Maclin
street.
Word •comes also of- the
passing of B. Motley, brother
of Mr. and Mrs. Toney Mot-
ley. No arrangements have
been made.
The Loyal Friendship clu;
of which Mrs. Lucille Robin-
son is president, is making a
monthly contribution to the
Kindergarten that could easily
be imitated by others who
have an interest in the youne
children.
Gibson County was again
proud of Mary Rose Rodgers
at the West Tennessee Teach-
ers Congress meeting held re-
cently in Jackson. She sang
for the afternoon program,
and gave a brilliant perform-
ance.
No-Work Dessert
In all the holiday hustle and
bustle count on canned apple
sauce . , . as a quick no-work
dessert . . . as a relish wiVli
meat . . .as a topping for GIP
cereal or gingerbread. It's
there, ready to use, delicious
and economical.
Classified Ads . . .
Morris Hopston, airman second Apts. For Rent For Sale Misc.
FURNISHED ROOS( WITH HAI F.
bath wafer • Ueda furnished Phone
Bit 5-7124.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 lg.. unfurn. rms, for rent
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS VOR RENT
2 Igo. unfurnished rooms for rent.
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRIN't IND 81101' FOR RENT
Fully Equipped Cylinder Press: Two
(21 Job Presage Call FA 7.5148 for
A good deal.
Autos For Sale
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 no. Silendale can be
enoval by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbe Jr,
MOTORCYCLE
Private party would like to purchase
a Ducati Motorcycle. Call 275-3972.
LAUNDRY MAT
For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable business. 3 double
load ',antler. new. For further Infer.
motion call 948-9620.
Spinet Piano for sale. Well .11 In this
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano. Full
SR note. walnut (MOM. Unpaid bal-
ance, $23.00 per month. Must have
food reference. If itatentated write to
Tri-State Defender Credit Manager.
Post Office Bog 311, Memphis, Tenn
19-5-4 Ch.M., 210-hoe/grill-de. extra
clean. 6395.00 cash. after 5:30 pan.,
please tall - GL 2-3373.
CADILLAC' - 55 hard top cOnvehtl-
WC Power. air conditioned. Call JA 7
8511. 5495 cash or terms.
1954 Chevrolet 210 powerglide, extra
clean $350 each or terms, Call after
5:30 p.m. GI 2-3273
52 Dodge. four new tires radio, Vest
bargain. Call 527-4761 or 526-5835
1958 Plymouth Station Wagon Custom
built radio, and heater. V8 motor.
automatic transmission. See at 2026
Waverly. Call after 6 p.m. BR 6-4327
Furn. For Sale
.101 41E PARIY 411/ULD LiKE TO
purchase a Immo bar In fair condi.
Skis. tall dAcluois 6-11397.
ONE BOOK CASE. BED. COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 chest of drawers. one washing ma-
chine. One dinette pet. one sewing
machine. CALL BR 62370. 2154
Piedmont St.
63 Motorola Stereo
Take up payments
No back notes to pay
Only $11.93 per mo.
Call Earnest Jones
WH 6-9591
For Sale Misc.
sewing M•chines. Special Singer. for
as low as $19.95. Lots of other
makes and models to choose from.
Cell 272-1361 2747-8063
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE
No el. too large or too moll
.1.0
Macon. Orthoreut, and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative
Call Wit 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd. Sr.
Help Wanted Help Wanted
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saieswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE nEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis. Tenn.
WANTE11
MAN W1TH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A GO lirIVERIs deliver and 11.41 papers weekly
Salary plus commission
New TH-State Publishing CormatilY236 South Wellington Street
VacuUm Cleaners. Special priced from
317.50 up. New and used. call
272-1361 - 274-8983 for free home
demonstration
DISTRIBUTORSHIP - French.lype
Imported Essence Cosmetics. Capable
ladles, gentlemen. Sales Training pro.
gram $7.95 on LP record for appoint•
Mg agents, etc. Your minimum Inven-
tory investment saleable 9-bottle per-
fur. set 53.00. Enclose brief resume,
recent photo for dortributorship con.
sideration. Marvin Chandler, 8.11 Gom•
per. East St. Louis, Illinois.
Help Wanted
FULL OR PA RTIME AGENTS TO
sell household appliances and furni-
ture., Liberal commisaion with chance
to Own stooks In • growing concern.
High school seniors or graduates. Eve-
cially solicited. 13 week, course in
salesmanship offered free,
Phone 39/1-7956
AGENTS WANTED
Full or part-time agents to sell house-
hold appliance, and furniture. Liberal
commission with chance to own stock
in groaning concern. High school
graduate. or senior, especially solicit-
ed. 13-week Course In aalesmonehip
offered free. Phone 398.7954
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
r CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call IA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellingr St.
NICE HOME-P1111-RPNT9 LARGE ROOMS HAI.F BATH
retired or settled couple. Near pupalar bus use. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Goffman.
Cook Experienced 
 $30.00
Short Order 
 25.00
Nurse's Aide. To Train 
 20.00
Beauty operator to work in
white beauty shop Lie. beautic-lane required.
AAA Employment - 181 Jefferson Special
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING
550 to 9100 during your spare time?
A Great opportunity await. you for
limited time only. Call 942-5639 Imme-
diately for appointment and further In-
formation Monday thru Prlday 9 to 5.
Houses For Sale
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS PUS,
tar or reet•urant worker.
Wit 6.0687
Seattle, Washington
Elegant English Brick home. Top
zoned, prestige district Your bed-
rooms. Full tiled basernent. Panoram', .1h
view. Two fireplace., double plum ,
.ng. Large, beautifully iondocaped
Lovely condition. Unuenal view-recreo-
boo room, walled in glove with pri-
vate entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or subtile butane. use. Could occom-
moderate small group or two families -
Lease $200, sell on asitumption.
EAst 3-8262
$6,000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
6 ROOM HOUSE
6 room 2 bath house, or duplex, Some
as new. G. 1. apbralsed, 2530 Colbert.
Telephone 324-0485
Full or part time agents to .11 house-
hold oPPtlance and furniture. Liberal
commission with chonce to own stockin a growing concern. High school
seniors or graduates. Especially aniicited•13 weeks course in salesmanship of-
fered free.
PHONIC 308-7956
SALESMEN WANTED
Men needed for permanent position.High school education required.
Goodyear
1128 Union Avenue
Owen College Student desirea to do
Typing in Home or will go to theOffice call 323-4892 Miss Altorla
Garner
HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITYfor qualified, interested person whodesires to make 830 to $100 per weekduring spare time. No age limit. Forfurther information cell 942-5639 Mon-day thru Friday 9 to 5 p.m.
Services
Plano Tuned Have your piano tunedlike new. Call BR 2.7644 for se rvice.
Only 810 00.
MEN LEARN A TRADE
Shoe Repair enure. illustrated at
by step. Self study lemma. Study r..
poor spare time In Your home, Own
your own business or work for others,
Cmnrtete course 320.00. Post paid.
Write to: Marvin Chandler, Apt. 8-H,
Gornper. Hamm East St. Louis. III.
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAIDjobs. 535-555 wk. Fare advanced
Mallory Agency
Lynbrook. N. Y.
LOAN FICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 A 171 REAL STREET IA 6-5300
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL IS
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragel
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi Slate Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
11011SE and you'll find her there at all times. ONO
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
AmADAM DE1.1.13 IIAND SIGN.
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